
Part III 3-manifolds

Lecture Notes

c© Sarah Rasmussen, 2018

Lecture 0 (not lectured): Preliminaries

0. Notation and conventions.

Notation.

∂X – (the manifold given by) the boundary of X, for X a manifold with boundary.
∂iX – the ith connected component of ∂X.
ν(X) – a tubular (or collared) neighborhood of X in Y , for an embedding X ⊂ Y .
◦
ν(X) – the interior of ν(X). This notation is somewhat redundant, but emphasises openness.
Bn – the compact n-ball with boundary.
Dn – the compact n-disk with boundary. Bn and Dn differ in name only.
Sn – the n-sphere
Tn – the n torus, Tn := (S1)n.
\ – complement. A \B is the complement of B in A.
∼= – homeomorphism.
' – isomorphism.

X↪→Y – embedding of X in Y .

int(X) – interior of X.
◦
X – another notation for interior of X.

Conventions. Unless otherwise indicated...
When we say map, we mean a continuous map.
When we say embedding, we mean a locally flat embedding.
When we say manifold, we mean a connected manifold.
When we say H1(X), we mean H1(X;Z).
When we say π1(X), we mean π1(X,x0) for some undisclosed basepoint x0 ∈ X.

I. Embeddings.

Topological and locally flat embeddings.
Let X and Y be connected topological manifolds.

Definition (topological embedding). A map f : X → Y is a topological embedding, or just
embedding, if it is a homeomorphism onto its image.

Arbitrary topological embeddings can be quite poorly behaved, so much so that their images
fail to admit nice neighborhoods in the ambient manifold, even locally. To remedy this fact,
we shall always restrict to what are called locally flat embeddings. We shall also discuss locally
flat embeddings in lecture, but to make this section more self-contained, we define them here
as well.

Definition (locally flat). An embedded submanifold X ⊂ Y , is locally flat at x ∈ X if x has

a neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ Y in Y with a homeomorphism (U ∩X,U) ∼= (Rdim(X),Rdim(Y )).

Definition (locally flat embedding). An embedding ι : X↪→Y is a locally flat embedding if
the embedded submanifold ι(X) ⊂ Y is locally flat at ι(x) for each x ∈ X.
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Smooth embeddings.
Let X and Y be smooth manifolds.

Definition (immersion). A map f : X → Y is an immersion if the induced map on tangent
spaces d|xf : TxX → Tf(x)Y is an injection.

The inverse function theorem guarantees that Ck immersions from compact sets have local
Ck inverses, so this is the condition we want for a Ck or smooth (C∞) notion of embedding.

Definition (smooth embedding). A map f : X → Y is a smooth embedding if it is a smooth
immersion which is also a topological embedding.

Theorem (variant of Inverse Function Theorem). If the domain X is compact, then a smooth
immersion f : X → Y is already locally a smooth embedding. In particular, a smooth immer-
sion from a compact domain is a smooth embedding if and only if it is one-to-one.

The exponential map.

Let X and Y be smooth manifolds.

Definition (exponential map). Choose a Riemannian metric on Y . For any y ∈ Y and

“sufficiently” short vector (y, v) ∈ TyY , let γ(y,v) : [0, 1]→ Y be the (constant speed) geodesic
with initial conditions specified by (y, v). That is,

γ(y,v)(0) = y, γ̇(y,v)(0) = v,

and by “sufficiently short,” we mean short enough for existence and uniqueness of ODEs to
provide existence and uniqueness of such γ(y,v). Then for some neighborhood U ⊂ TY of the
zero-section containing only “sufficiently short” vectors, the exponential map sends vectors to
the endpoints of the geodesics whose initial conditions were specified by those vectors,

exp : (U ⊂ TY )→ Y, exp(y, v) := γ(1)(y,v).

The exponential map has several nice features. Let By,ε ⊂ TyY be the ball of radius ε
centered at (y, 0) ∈ TyY , with ε > 0 small enough that the restriction of expy := exp |By,ε is
defined and one-to-one onto its image. Then the following statements hold.

(a) For any (y, v)∈By,ε⊂TyY , the path [0, 1]→Y , t 7→ exp(y, tv) is the geodesic of length
|v| and initial conditions (y, v) ∈ TyY . (This gives an alternate definition for exp.)

(b) The induced map d|(y,v) expy : By,ε → TyY on tangent spaces is in fact the identity
map, d|(y,v) expy(y, v) = (y, v). Compare this with the ordinary exponential function:

d|(y,v) expy(y, v) = (y, v),
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

ef(t) = ef(t) d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

f(t).

The exponential map also has a Taylor-series expansion mimicking that of et.

(c) The restriction expy : (By,ε ⊂ TyY ) → Y is a diffeomorphism onto its image, and is
smoothly varying in y ∈ Y .

(d) When G = Y is a Lie Group, exp is defined on all of TG, and its restiction to the
tangent space TidG =: g gives an important map from Lie algebras to Lie groups.

For the purposes of this course, we mostly only care about point (c) above.

Normal bundles and tubular neighborhoods.

Every smoothly embedded submanifold has a normal bundle, and every compact smoothly
embedded submanifold has a tubular neighborhood.

Definition (normal bundle). If ι : X↪→Y is a smooth embedding, the normal bundle NX

of X ⊂ Y is given by the quotient bundle NX := TXY /TX , where TXY is the pull-
back/restriction TXY := ι∗(TY ) = TY |X .
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Definition (conormal bundle). In the above case, the conormal bundle is the dual bundle
N∗X := T ∗XY/T

∗X ' N∨X .

Any choice of Riemannian metric defines a splitting TY |X ' NX ⊕ TX, in which case the
vectors normal to X at x ∈ X can be regarded as orthogonal to the vectors tangent to X ⊂ Y
at x ∈ X. Thus, the normal bundle NX parameterises the most efficient directions in which
to escape from X into Y . NX also gives a local prescription for how to thicken X into Y .

Definition (tubular neighborhood). A tubular neighborhood of a smoothly embedded sub-
manifold X ⊂ Y is an open submanifold ν(X) ⊂ Y (implying dim ν(X) = dimY ) such that

ν(X) is diffeomorphic to the open unit disk bundle
◦
DNX ⊂ NX of NX ,

(X, ν(X)) ∼=diffeo (ZX ,
◦
DNX),

for some choice of Riemannian metric on Y and for ZX ⊂ NX the zero section of NX .

Definition (unit disk bundle). For a bundle E → X of metric-equipped vector spaces, the
unit disk bundle DE → X of E is the bundle with fibers Dx = Bx,1 := {v ∈ Ex : |v| ≤ 1}.
The open unit disk bundle

◦
DE is the interior of DE.

Theorem. Every compact smoothly embedded submanifold X ⊂ Y has a tubular neighborhood
ν(X) ⊂ Y .

Proof. Choose a Riemannian metric on Y . The induced splitting TY ' NX ⊕ TX makes
NX a subbundle NX ⊂ TY of TY . Write By,r ⊂ TyY for the ball of radius r centered at
(y, 0) ∈ TyY . Since the above restrictions expy vary smoothly in y ∈ Y , we can define some
smooth function ε : X → (0, 1] ⊂ R such that for each x ∈ X, exp restricts to a well-defined
map on Bx,ε(x) ⊂ TxY which is diffeomorphic onto its image. Since X is compact, the function
ε has a well-defined, postive minimum, ε0 := minx∈X ε(x) > 0.

Rescale the metric by 1/ε0, so that balls which formerly had radius ε0 are now regarded
as having radius 1. By definition, the unit disk bundle DNX ⊂ NX is the bundle with fibers
DNX |x = Bx,1 ∩NX|x and total space DNX =

⋃
x∈X Bx,1 ∩NX|x. Thus, the restriction

exp
∣∣∣
DNX

: (DNX ⊂ TY )→ Y

is a diffeomorphism onto its image, and seting ν(X) := exp(
◦
DNX) makes ν(X) a normal

bundle for X ⊂ Y . �

Remark. Suppose X ⊂ Y is a compact smoothly embedded submanifold of codimension k.
If k = 1 and X and Y are both oriented, and/or if TX and TY are both trivial (which also
requires orientable X and Y ), then NX is trivial, and we have

ν(X) ∼=diffeo X ×
◦
Dk.

This situation occurs ubiquitously when dimY = 3.

II. Homotopy. Let X and Y be topological spaces.

Basic definitions and computations.

Definition (homotopy). Given maps f1, f2 : X → Y , a homotopy from f0 to f1 is a map
F : X × [0, 1]→ Y with F |X×{i} = fi. We say f0 is homotopic to f1 if such F exists.

Definition (homotopy equivalence). The map f : X → Y is a homotopy equivalence if there
is a map g : Y → X such that g◦f and f ◦g are homotopic to idX : X → X and idY : Y → Y ,
respectively. Such g is called a homotopy inverse of f .
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Definition (Fundamental group and Higher homotopy groups). Choose a basepoint x0 ∈ X.
For k ≥ 0, πk(X,x0) is defined to be the group of homotopy classes of basepoint-respecting
maps (Sk, s0) → (X,x0), with multiplication given by concatenation, except when k = 0, in
which case π0(X,x0) is only a set, with cardinality equal to the number of path-connected
components of X. πk(X,x0) is called the fundamental group of X when k = 1, and a higher
homotopy group of X or the kth homotopy group of X when k > 1.

We shall usually suppress the basepoints from notation and write πk(X) for πk(X,x0).

Theorem (Fundamental groups of products). If X and Y are path-connected, then

πk(X × Y ) ' πk(X)× πk(Y ) for all k > 0.

Theorem (Free product case of Van Kampen). If X ∩ Y is path-connected and simply-
connected (so has empty π0 and trivial π1), then

π1(X ∪ Y ) ' π1(X) ∗ π1(Y ).

Homotopy lifting.

Proposition (Homotopy lifting property). Given connected manifolds X and Y , a covering

space p : Ỹ → Y , a homotopy ft : X → Y , and a lift f̃0 : X → Ỹ of f0, (i.e., a map

f̃0 : X → Ỹ with f0 = p ◦ f̃0), there is a unique homotopy f̃t : X → Ỹ lifting ft.

Theorem (Homotopy lifting). Given connected manifolds X and Y and a covering space

p : Ỹ → Y , any map f : X → Y has a unique lift f̃ : X̃ → Ỹ from the universal cover X̃ of

X to Ỹ That is, f ◦ πX = p ◦ f̃0 for the universal covering map πX : (X̃, x̃0)→ (X,x0).

Theorem (Covers respect higher homotopy). If p : X̃ → X is a regular cover of X, then p

induces an isomorphism p∗ : πn(X̃)
∼→ πn(X) of higher homotopy groups for all n > 1.

Homotopy versus homology.
Let X and Y be path-connected topological spaces.

Theorem (Hurewicz Theorem).
(a) H1(X;Z) ' π1(X)/[π1(X), π1(X)].
(b) If πi(X) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, for some n ≥ 1, then Hn+1(X;Z) ' πn+1(X), and

Hi(X;Z) = 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n}.

Definition (weak homotopy equivalence). The map f : X → Y is a weak homotopy equiva-
lence if the induced group homomorphisms f∗ : πk(X)→ πk(Y ) are isomorphisms for all k > 0.

Theorem (Whitehead’s Theorem). Any weak homotopy equivalence of CW complexes is also
an ordinary homotopy equivalence.

Theorem (Homology variant of Whitehead’s Theorem). Suppose X and Y are simply-
connected CW complexes. If the group homomorphisms f∗ : Hk(X;Z) → Hk(Y ;Z) induced
by a map f : X → Y are isomorphisms for every k, then f is a homotopy equivalence.

I’m not sure whom to cite for this second version. It’s listed as Corollary 4.33 in Hatcher’s
textbook [6]. The above theorem also holds if the simply-connected hypothesis is weakened
to condition that π1(X) act trivially on all higher homotopy groups of X [6].

The converse holds without restrictions on π1.

Theorem (Homotopy invariance of (co)homology). Any homotopy equivalence f : X → Y
induces group isomorphisms on all homology groups and a ring isomorphism of cohomology
rings, for any choice of homology or cohomology coefficients.
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Lecture 1: Motivation and Preview (NOT EXAMINABLE)

I. The Poincaré Conjecture.

In the early 1900’s, Poincaré posed the following

Question. How does one distinguish S3 from other closed, oriented manifolds?

His strategies for attacking this problem all assumed the same

Proposed Answer. ... by finding an invariant whose characterisation of S3 is unique.

He first tested out integer homology as a candidate invariant to distinguish S3, but obtained
a negative answer.

Theorem (Poincaré). If M is a closed oriented 3-manifold, then H∗(M) ' H∗(S3) does not
imply M ∼= S3. In particular, there is a closed oriented 3-manifold P (which today we would
describe as -1 surgery on the left-handed trefoil), such that P 6∼= S3 but H∗(P ) ' H∗(S3).

Proof. Invent the notion of fundamental group π1(M). One can then show that |π1(S3)| = 1,
whereas |π1(P )| = 120. �

His method of proof turned out to be more important than the result itself. In fact,
Poincaré’s newly-invented fundamental group was so successful at distinguishing 3-manifolds
that he grew confident that he had found the right invariant.

Conjecture (Poincaré, 1904). If M if is a connected closed oriented 3-manifold, then M ∼= S3

if and only if π1(M) = 1.

This conjecture went unanswered for nearly a century, until Gregory Perelman presented
ideas for a proof in 2002-2003 which took another 2-3 years for the mathematical community
to check. In fact, he showed that once you decompose a 3-manifold in a certain way that
we shall make precise later, the fundamental group can distinguish all of the resulting pieces
except for certain so-called lens spaces.

II. Generalised Poincaré Conjecture.

In the intervening century, topologists developed many new tools in the service of attacking
both the original Poincaré Conjecture and its natural generalisation.

Conjecture (Generalised Poincaré conjecture). A connected closed oriented n-manifold X is
homotopy-equivalent to Sn if and only if it is homeomorphic to Sn.

A flurry of activity in the 1960’s proved the above generalization for n > 4 several times over
by varying approaches, including independent proofs by Smale and Zeeman for n ≥ 5, and an
alternative proof by Stallings for n ≥ 7.

Theorem (Smale, Stallings, Zeeman). The Genealized Poincaré Conjecture holds for n ≥ 5.

Smale’s approach [16] involved the h-cobordism theorem, a tool he developed during re-
search into Morse-theoretic techniques. Given a homotopy n-sphere S, the general idea of
Smale’s proof was to cut two n-balls out of S, show that the resulting cobordism W =
S\(int(Bn

1 )qint(Bn
2 )) from Sn1 to Sn2 is an “h-cobordism” for Sn−1×I, hence diffeomorphic to

Sn−1× I, He then used Alexander’s Sphere trick (which extends a homeomorphism of spheres
to a homeomorphism of their bounded balls) to extend the homeomorphism W → Sn−1 × I
to a homeomorphism S → Sn.

The h-cobordism theorem for n-dimensional cobordisms between (n−1)-manifolds is only
proved in generality for n ≥ 6. It is this extra wiggle room available for high-codimension
submanifolds that makes a proof of the h-cobordism theorem possible in this case.

Conversely, it is this lack of wiggle room in lower codimension that makes the cases of n = 3
and n = 4 so much harder. The n = 4 case was not solved until 1982.
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Theorem (Freedman). The Genealised Poincaré Conjecture holds for n = 4.

And again, it was not until the current millenium that the n = 3 case was solved.

Theorem (Perelman). Poincaré’s Conjecture holds.

III. The Smooth Poincaré Conjecture.
That was not, however, the end of the story.

Shortly before the higher-dimensional homotopy-sphere results of the 1960’s, Milnor pub-
lished a 1956 result [12] revealing that in the smooth category, the behaviour of homotopy
spheres is not so straightforward: while the homeomorphism type of the 7-sphere is unique,
its diffeomorphism type is not. Milnor and Kervaire went on to demonstrate how to classify
the smooth structures on all n-spheres with n > 4, and produced an explicit table for the
number of distinct smooth structures on Sn for n ∈ {5, . . . , 18} [9].

Homotopy one- and two-spheres have long been known to have unique topological and
smooth structures as manifolds. Moreover, a 1950’s result of Moise [13] established the equiv-
alence of smooth and topological categories in 3 dimensions, making the original and smooth
Poincaré conjectures equivalent in that dimension. Thus, topologists and geometers were once
again left with a driving question in a single dimension.

Conjecture (Smooth Poincaré Conjecture). Does S4 have a unique smooth structure?

Just as Poincaré developed a new invariant, the fundamental group, in attempt to distin-
guish the homeomorphism type of S3 from other 3-manifolds, the mathematical community
now needed a new invariant to distinguish the diffeomorphism type of S4.

The proposed candidate, which has yet to be proven or disproven successful as a tool to
answer this particular question, was the advent of gauge-theoretic invariants. Mathematical
gauge theory, as conceived by Atiyah and Donaldson and shaped by Floer and Witten, probes
smooth structures on a 4-manifold by extracting invariants from the moduli space of solutions
to certain systems of partial differential equations. These “gauge” invariants are named
after the quantum mechanical models—called gauge field theories—from which these partial
differential equations arise.

Through a mechanism called dimensional reduction, the computation of these 4-manifold
invariants can often be reduced to the computation of more intricate invariants of 3-manifold
called Floer-theoretic invariants.

In fact, there are many instances in which questions about 3-manifolds are intimately
related to questions about 4-manifolds. While there are plenty of open questions about 3-
manifolds and 3-manifold structures in their own right, a large component of current research
in low-dimensional topology regards the interplay of structures in 3 and 4 dimensions. Here
are just a few examples of such related structures.

3-manifold M 4-manifold or complex surface X

Floer-theoretic invariants for M = ∂X gauge-theoretic invariants for X
integer Dehn surgery M ′ on a knot K ⊂M 2-handle-addition cobordism from M to M ′

Dehn-positive open book decomposition of M = ∂X Lefschetz fibration for X
contact structure ξ on M symplectization of ξ on X = M × I

taut foliation or fillable contact structure on M = ∂X symplectic fillings of X
algebraic knot K ⊂ S3, (S3,K) = Link(C2, C, 0) planar curve singularity (C, ◦)↪→(C2, 0)

topology of M = Link(X, ◦) germ of complex surface singularity (X, ◦)
Seifert genus g(K) for a knot K ⊂ S3 4-ball genus g4(K) for Σ↪→B4,∂Σ = K
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IV. Preview of Lecture Course. We shall only sample a tiny portion of this landscape
of 3-manifold topology and geometry. Most of what we study will fall into the category of a
decomposition/construction-method for 3-manifolds, an important structure on 3-manfiolds,
or an invariant of such structures. In lecture, I listed the following topics without giving a
chronological plan for when I would teach them. Here is a preliminary plan for the schedule
of how this material will appear in lecture.

A. Decompositions/Constructions of 3-manifolds.

Lectures 2-6 (Many deep theorems in this section will be offered without proof.)
–Decomposition along 2-spheres — prime decomposition.
–Decomposition along 2-tori — JSJ decomposition.
–Mapping torus construction of fibered manifolds.

Lectures 7-12
–Handle decompositions.
–Heegaard splittings and Heegaard diagrams, especially for knot exteriors.

Lectures 13-18
–Dehn surgery on links.
–Branched double covers of links.
–Hyperbolic quotients.

Lectures 19-24
–Seifert fibrations.

B. Structures and invariants on 3-manifolds.

Lectures 2-6
–Essential and incompressible embedded surfaces.

Lectures 7-12
–Knots, links, and the Alexander polynomial.

Lectures 13-18
–More knots and links.
–Turaev torsion.

Lectures 19-24
–Foliations, especially on Seifert fibered spaces.
–Thurston norm.
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Lecture 2: Homology of 3-manifolds

I. Homology of 3-manifolds.
While the cohomology ring structure of a 3-manifold additionally depends on the linking

form of the 3-manifold, the homology of a 3-manifold M is completely determined by the value
H1(M ;Z).

To prove that this is so, we shall first review the universal coefficients theorem for homology,
from the standpoint of torsion subgroups and free quotients.

Convention. Any manifold named M , Mi, etc, is connected, oriented, and compact unless
otherwise stated.

Definition (torsion subgroup). Let G be a group. The torsion subgroup of G is

Tor(G) := {g ∈ G | ∃n 6= 0 ∈ Z s.t. gn = 1}.

Definition (torsion submodule). Let A be an R-module for R a PID (principal ideal domain,
i.e. R has no zero divisors). The torsion submodule of A is

TorR(A) := {a ∈ A | ∃r 6= 0 ∈ R s.t. r · a = 0}.

When the ring R is understood, particularly if R = Z, we shall just write Tor(A). In fact,
R = Z is the best example ring to keep in mind for the following statements.

Torsion submodules can also be defined over non-PIDs, but in that case one must take zero-
divisors into account in the definition. This subtlety will crop up when we study the Alexander
polynomial, but in that case we shall temporarily change rings to avoid the complication of
torsion submodules over non PIDs.

Definition (free quotient module). Let A be an R-module for R a PID. We define the free
quotient module of A to be

FreeR(A) := coker (TorR(A) ↪→ A).

Theorem (Structure Theorem for finitely generated modules over a PID). Let A be a finitely-
generated R-module, for R a PID. Then

1. There is a unique integer rank(A) ∈ Z such that

FreeR(A) ' Rrank(A) :=
⊕rank(A)

i=1 R.

2. The exact sequence

0 −→ TorR(A) −→ A −→ FreeR(A) −→ 0

splits noncanonically, i.e.,

A ' FreeR(A)⊕ TorR(A).

3. The torsion submodule of A decomposes as

TorR(A) ' R/r1R ⊕ · · · ⊕ R/rkR

for some r1, . . . rk ∈ R.

Proposition. If A is a finitely generated R-module for a PID R, then

(a) HomR(A,R) ' FreeR(A),

(b) ExtR(A,R) ' TorR(A),

(c) ExtkR(A,R) ' 0 ∀ k > 1.

Theorem (Free/Torsion Universal Coefficients Theorem for Homology). Suppose R is a PID
and X is a compact manifold (implying H∗(X) is finitely generated). Then

H i(X;R) ' FreeR(Hi(X;R)) ⊕ TorR(Hi−1(X;R)).
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Proof. This follows directly from the Hom/Ext version of the universal coefficients theorem
for homology. �

Corollary. If M is a connected closed oriented 3-manifold, then all of H∗(M ;Z) is determined
by H1(M ;Z). In particular,

H2(M ;Z) ' Free(H1(M ;Z)),

H0(M ;Z) ' H3(M ;Z) ' Z.

II. Introduction to Connected Sum.
See Lecture 3.
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Lecture 3: Connected Sum and Sphere Decompositions

Note: for better organisation, I have combined the second half of Lecture 2, all of Lecture
3, and a few details from the beginning of Lecture 4 into the notes for Lecture 3.

I. Definitions.

Definition (connected sum). Let X1 and X2 be compact oriented n-manifolds, choose (orient-

ation-preserving) embeddings ιi : Bn ↪→Xi, and let each X̂i := Xi \ ιi(Bn) be the respective

complement. The connected sum X1#X2 is the union X1#X2 := X̂1 ∪ϕ X̂2, where the

orientation-reversing gluing homeomorphism ϕ : ∂X̂1 → −∂X̂2 used to identify the boundaries
of X1 and X2 is the reflection map; that is, ι−1

2 |∂X2 ◦ϕ◦ ι1|∂Bn : Sn−1 → Sn−1 is the antipodal
map. The terms connected sum and connect sum are used interchangeably.

Remarks on connected sum.
(1) There is also a notion of connected sum along other codimension-1 submanifolds, but

when this submanifold is not specified, it is taken to be Sn−1.
(2) Connected sum is also defined in the smooth category, with smoothly embedded balls and

a smooth gluing map. A joint theorem of Kervaire and Milnor [9] (really a corollary of results
of Cerf [3] and Palais [14]) states that this connected sum is independent, up to diffeomor-
phism, of the choice of embeddings ιi : Bn ↪→Xi, and that it is associative and commuta-
tive with unit Sn.

(3) In dimension n ≤ 3, every orientation-reversing homeomorphism (or diffeomorphism)

ϕ : ∂X̂1 → −∂X̂2 is isotopic to the reflection map.

Definition (splitting). Given a closed embedded surface Σ⊂M in a compact 3-manifold M,

the splitting M |Σ of M along Σ is the (compact) complement M |Σ := M \ ◦ν(Σ).

Definition (separating). A connected closed embedded surface Σ ⊂M is called separating if
the splitting M |Σ has one more connected component than M .

Definition (prime). A connected compact oriented 3-manifold M is called prime if any de-
composition M ∼= M1#M2 of M as a connected sum of compact oriented 3-manifolds M1 and
M2 implies that S3 ∈ {M1,M2}.

Definition (irreducible). A connected compact oriented 3-manifold M is irreducible if any
embedded S2 in M bounds an embedded B3 in M. A non-irreducible manifold is called reducible.

Definition (rank of a group). The rank of a finitely-generated group G is the minimum
number of generators appearing in any presentation of G.
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II. Theorems we shall use but not prove.

Theorem (Alexander’s Sphere Theorem). Any embedded 2-sphere S2 ⊂ R3 bounds a smoothly
embeddded B3 ⊂ R3. (This theorem is false unless the embedding is locally flat or smooth.)

Theorem (Papakyriakopoulos’s Sphere Theorem [15]). If M is a compact oriented 3-manifold
with π2(M) 6= 0, then there is a homotopically-nontrivial smooth embedding ι : S2 ↪→M . (That
is, within the set π2(M) \ {0} of nontrivial homotopy classes of maps ι : S2 ↪→M , at least one
such homotopy class has an actual embedding as a representative.)

Theorem (Kneser-Milnor’s Theorem [11]). Any connected compact oriented 3-manifold M
admits a prime decomposition: either M = S3 =: M1, or M decomposes as a connected sum
M ∼=M1# · · ·#Mk of prime oriented 3-manifolds Mi 6∼= S3. This decomposition is unique up
to orientation-preserving homeomorphism and reordering of summands.

Theorem (Van-Kampen’s Theorem for #). If M1 and M2 are connected compact oriented
3-manifolds, then the fundamental group of their connected sum decomposes as the free product

π1(M1#M2) ' π1(M1) ∗ π1(M2).

Theorem (Grushko’s Theorem). If G1 and G2 are finitely generated groups, then

rank(G1 ∗G2) = rank(G1) + rank(G2).

Theorem (Kneser-Stallings’ Theorem, or “Kneser’s Conjecture”). If π1(M) of a connected
closed oriented 3-manifold M decomposes as a free product π1(M) ' G1 ∗G2, then there exist
(connected closed oriented) 3-manifolds M1, M2 such that π1(Mi) ' Gi and M ∼= M1#M2.

Heil extended the above result from closed manifolds to compact manifolds with bound-
ary [8].

Theorem (Perelman’s proof of the Poincaré Conjecture). If M is a closed connected 3-
manifold, then π1(M) ' 1 if and only if M ∼= S3.
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III. Theorems proved in Lecture. We proved results A, B, and C in this course. We
proved A and C in lecture, and result B in example sheet 1.

A. Theorem (Alexander’s Trick: extension of sphere maps). For n∈Z≥0, any orientation-
preserving homeomorphism f : Sn → Sn can be extended (not necessarily smoothly!) to a
homeomorphism f̄ : Bn+1 → Bn+1 with f̄ |Sn = f .

Proof. In the pull-back to local coordinates x ∈ Rn+1 for a standard unit ball Bn+1 ⊂ Rn+1

centered at 0 ∈ Rn+1, we can define

f̄(x) :=

{
|x|f(x/|x|) x 6= 0

0 x = 0
.

Since |f(x/|x|)| = 1 for all x 6= 0 ∈ Rn+1, we have

lim
|x|→0

|x|f(x/|x|) = 0,

proving that f̄ is continuous at x = 0. For x 6= 0, f̄ is a composition of continuous functions,
hence continuous. (In lecture I used generalised polar coordinates instead of |x| and x/|x|.
The two notions are equivalent.) �

There are differing conventions in the literature over whether to call the above result or the
below result Alexander’s Trick. We proved the above result in lecture, and the below result
in Example Sheet 1.

B. Lemma (Alexander’s Trick: isotopy with the identity map). If, for some n ≥ 0, the
map f : Bn+1 → Bn+1 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism restricting to the identity
f |∂Bn+1 = id : Sn → Sn on the boundary ∂Bn+1 ∼= Sn, then f is isotopic (through homeomor-
phisms restricting to the identity on ∂Bn+1) to the identity map id : Bn+1 → Bn+1.

Proof. Pulling back to local coordinates x ∈ Rn+1 sending Bn+1 to the standard unit ball in
Rn+1 centered at 0, we construct an isotopy H : Bn+1 × I → Bn+1 from id to f . Set

H(x, t) :=

{
tf(xt ) 0 ≤ |x| < t

x t ≤ |x| ≤ 1
.

Starting out as the identity map on Bn+1, the homotopy Ht slowly inflates an origin-centered
bubble in the image Bn+1. This bubble is filled with a rescaled image of f , which reaches full
size once the boundary of this bubble reaches the unit-sphere boundary of Bn+1.

We first note H satisfies the required boundary conditions. That is, Ht|∂Bn+1 = Ht|{|x|=1} ≡
idSn for all t ∈ I, and we have H0 = idBn+1 , H1 = f . It remains to verify that H is continuous
and that each Ht is a homeomorphism. For continuity, H is a composition of continuous
functions in a neighborhood of each (x, t) except along the submanifold {(x, t)| t = |x|} ⊂
Bn+1 × I. In this latter case, however, we have still have

lim
t→|x|+

H(x, t) = lim
t→|x|+

t · id(xt ) = x = H(x, |x|) = lim
t→|x|−

H(x, t)

for all x ∈ Bn+1. Lastly, each Ht is a homeomorphism, since each Ht has inverse H−1
t given

by replacing f with f−1 in the above definition of H, and the same continuity argument holds
for H−1 as the one we applied for the continuity of H. �

Remark. In the case of n = 1, we shall later regard the above Lemma B as the statement
that the mapping class group of the disk, MCG(D2), is trivial.

B. Corollary (Uniqueness of extension of sphere maps). If f, g : Bn+1 → Bn+1 are homeo-
morphisms with f |∂Bn+1 = g|∂Bn+1, then f and g are isotopic.

Proof. Since (f◦g−1)|∂Bn+1 = id, Lemma B implies (f◦g−1) is isotopic to id. Right-composing
(f ◦ g−1) and id with g then makes f isotopic to g. �
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C. Theorem (Triviality of Mapping Class Group of S2). The orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism S2 → S2 is unique up to isotopy. We shall later formulate this result as the state-
ment that The mapping class group MCG(S2) (or Mod(S2)) of S2 is trivial: MCG(S2) = 1.

Proof (non-examinable). In lecture I tried to present a more hands-on proof exploiting the
triviality of MCG(D2). This turned out a bit unweildy, however, since it was overly visual and
relied on some deep theorems whose formal statements I deferred to Lecture 4. In retrospect,
I think it’s better to give you a simpler proof, although relying on a slightly deeper theorem....

First, we point out that homotopy classes of sphere maps Sn → Sn are classified by the
degree of these maps. One could prove this, for example, by using the result, proved both
in Part III Algebraic Topology and in Part III Differential Geometry, that Hk(S

n) = Z for
k ∈ {0, n}, with Hk(S

n) = 0 otherwise. Appealing to Hurewicz Theorem (see Lecture 0) then
yields πn(Sn) = Z.

An orientation-preserving homeomorphism S2 → S2 has degree +1. Thus, any two orientation-
preserving homeomorphisms are homotopic.

A theorem of Dehn, Nielsen, and Baer (see Lecture 4) states that two homeomorphisms of
compact surfaces are homotopic if and only if they are isotopic.

Thus, any two orientation-preserving homeomorphisms S2 → S2 are isotopic.
�
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Lecture 4: Embeddings and Incompressible Surfaces

I. Embeddings.
See Lecture 0 for a collection of definitions and basic results associated with embeddings

and their isotopies.

A. Unique existence of smooth structures.
A PL (Piecewise Linear) structure is a bit like a triangulation. In fact, there is a canonical

bijective correspondence between triangulations and PL structures in dimension ≤ 3. In
general, a PL structure is given by a triangulation which satisfies one extra condition at the link
of each vertex—a condition which can easily fail in any dimension ≥ 4, but is automatically
met by all triangulations in dimension ≤ 3.

In any dimension, we have

smooth structure  unique PL structure  unique topological manifold structure.

In dimensions ≤ 3, we also have

unique smooth structure  unique PL structure
Moise
 topological manifold structure.

That is, we have the following result.

Theorem (Moise [13]). There is a canonical bijective correspondence between smooth struc-
tures and topological structures for manifolds of dimension ≤ 3. In particular, in dimension
≤ 3 each manifold, considered up to homeomorphism, admits a unique smooth structure.

B. Tubular and Collared Neighborhoods.

Definition (tubular neighborhood). See Lecture 0.

In the category of topological manifolds, the correct analog of tubular neighborhoods is the
collared neighborhood, or collar, which comes from a “topological” normal bundle instead of
a smooth one.

Definition (collar). Let X ⊂ Y be an embedded submanifold of codimension k. A collar

ν(X) ⊂ Y of X is a neighborhood of the form ν(X) ∼= X ×
◦
Bε
k (or ν(X) ∼= X × [0, ε)×

◦
Bε
k−1

if X ⊂ ∂Y ), with X embedded in ν(X) as the 0-section, X↪→X × {0} ⊂ ν(X).

Definition (locally flat). An embedded submanifold X ⊂ Y , is locally flat at x ∈ X if x has

a neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ Y in Y with a homeomorphism (U ∩X,U) ∼= (Rdim(X),Rdim(Y )).

Definition (locally flat embedding). An embedding ι : X↪→Y is a locally flat embedding if
the embedded submanifold ι(X) ⊂ Y is locally flat at ι(x) for each x ∈ X.

Any smooth embedding is also locally flat, and any tubular neighborhood is also a collar.

Locally flat embeddings in codimension 1 (Brown [1]) or 2 (Kirby [10]) have collared neigh-
borhoods. In fact, the converse is also true.

Theorem (Brown [1], Kirby [10], Collars for Locally flat embeddings). If ι : X↪→Y is a
codimension-1 or codimension-2 topological embedding of manifolds, then ι is locally flat if
and only if ι(X) ⊂ Y admits a collared neighborhood.

Theorem (Brown [1], locally flat boundaries). Suppose X and Y are connected oriented
topological manifolds with X compact, and that X ⊂ Y is a topologically embedded submanifold
that is not necessarily locally flatly embedded. Then ∂X ⊂ Y has a collar (thus, equivalently
is locally flatly embedded).
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When X ∼= B3 and Y ∼= R3, the above theorem can be regarded as a converse of Alexander’s
Sphere theorem, which crucially requires local flatness or smoothness as a hypothesis. To
see how the conclusion of Alexander’s Sphere Theorem fails for non-locally flat embeddings,
Google Alexander’s Horned Sphere

Definition (regular neighborhood). A regular neighborhood means a tubular neighborhood
in the smooth category and a collared neighborhood in the topological category.

(I think I didn’t state the term ‘regular neighborhood” in lecture today, but it’s a useful term
to know. I’ll mention in lecture later.)

C. Proper embeddings.

Definition (proper smooth embedding). Suppose X and Y are oriented compact manifolds,
possibly with boundary. The map ι : X → Y is a proper smooth embedding if ι(∂X) ⊂ ∂Y ,
if ι|int(X) : int(X) → int(Y ) and ι|∂X : ∂X ⊂ ∂Y are smooth embeddings, and ι∗(TxX) 6⊂
Tι(x)(∂Y ) for any x ∈ ∂X.
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II. Isotopy, and Isotopy Extension of Embeddings.

A. Isotopy.
Note: some parts of this section on isotopy were introduced in earlier lectures, and some

were introduced in exercises in the first example sheet, but I have grouped all these discussions
of isotopy together here for better organization.

Definition (isotopy). An isotopy between two For two maps f0, f1 : X → Y of type ?, an
isotopy from f0 to f1 is a homotopy from f0 to f1 through maps of type ?.

The term isotopy is most often used in the context of embeddings, possibly with additional
conditions on smoothness, properness, etc.

A key example for us of maps which are homotopic but not isotopic is the class of knot
embeddings, where a knot is a locally flat embedding S1↪→S3. The notion knots would be
completely trivial if we only considered these embeddings up to homotopy, since a homotopy
allows the image S1 to pass through itself, making all knots homotopic. Instead, knots are
considered up to isotopy. The condition that isotopy be through embeddings prevents the
knot from passing through itself.

There are also nontrivial contexts in which the existence of homotopy implies the existence
of isotopy. One particularly powerful example of this is the following.

Theorem (Dehn, Nielsen, Baer). Let Σ be a compact surface with (possibly empty) boundary.
Two homeomorphisms ϕ1, ϕ2 : Σ→ Σ are homotopic if and only if they are isotopic.

We furthermore benefit from a result promoting the 2-dimensional case of Moise’s Theorem
to the realm of isotopy.

Theorem (Munkres, Smale and Whitehead). Any homeomorphism between smooth surfaces
is isotopic to a diffeomorphism.

We shall prove neither Moise’s Theorem, nor the above Munkres-Smale-Whitehead theorem
in lecture, but if you are interested, Hatcher has a nice 11-page paper on the arXiv providing
new, simplified proofs for each of these two results [7].

B. Ambient Isotopy and Isotopy Extension.

Definition (ambient isotopy). Let X,Y be compact oriented smooth manifolds, and let ι1, ι2 :
X ↪→Y be smooth embeddings (proper if X has boundary). An ambient isotopy for ι1, ι2 is
an isotopy (through diffeomorphisms) ψt : Y → Y with ψ0 = id, such that the composition
ψt ◦ ι1 : X ↪→X is an isotopy (through smooth embeddings) from ι1 to ι2.

Theorem (Isotopy Extension Theorem (Palais) [14]). Let X,Y be compact oriented smooth
manifolds, and let ι1, ι2 : X ↪→Y be smooth embeddings (proper if X has boundary). If ι1, ι2
are isotopic, then they are ambient isotopic.

Edwards and Kirby [4] broadened this result to locally flat ambient isotopies covering isotopies
of locally flat embeddings. (Smooth implies locally flat, but not the converse.) Rourke proved
a converse of Edwards and Kirby’s result, that if a local isotopy of embeddings extends to an
ambient isotopy, then these embedded manifolds are collarable.
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III. Dehn’s Lemma and the Loop Theorem.
The following statements of the Loop Theorem and Dehn’s Lemma are loosely modeled on

those from Danny Calegari’s Notes on Manifolds lecture notes [2], which additionally provide
many of the (nonexaminable) proofs missing from this course material.

Theorem (Loop Theorem, Papakyriakopoulos, [15]). Let M be a 3-manifold, and let Σ
ι
↪→

∂M be an embedded compact surface. Suppose that N C π1(Σ) is a normal subgroup of π1(Σ)
such that N 6⊃ ker [ι∗ : π1(Σ)→ π1(M)].

Then there is a (locally flat) embedding f : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,Σ) such that the loop [f |∂D2 :
∂D2 → Σ] represents a conjugacy class in π1(Σ) which is not contained in N .

If the role of the normal subgroup N seems confusing, then it might be instructive to replace
N with the identity element id ∈ π1(Σ, x0), for some basepoint x0 ∈ Σ. This corresponds to
the modified hypothesis that the induced homomorphism ι∗ : π1(Σ, x0) → π1(M,x0) fails to
be injective. Now, for any element γ ∈ ker ι∗, the fact that ι∗(γ) is null-homotopic means that
there is a homotopy ϕ : (S1, s0) × [0, 1] → (M,x0), from a loop (Γ, x0) ⊂ (Σ, x0) ⊂ (M,x0)
representing ι∗(γ), to the constant loop x0 ⊂M . Since ϕ collapses the annulus S1 × [0, 1] to
a disk, it provides a continuous map h : (D2, ∂D2) → (M,Σ) restricting on ∂D2 to a loop
representing γ. However, this continuous map h can be arbitrarily horrible.

The content of the Loop Theorem, analogous to Papakyriakopoulos’s Sphere Theorem, is
that we can choose nontrivial γ ∈ ker ι∗ such that the above h is homotopic to an embedding,
i.e., so that M has an embedded disk f : (D2, ∂D2) → (M,Σ) whose boundary restriction
f |∂D2 : (∂D2, x0)→ (Σ, x0) represents γ.

If we return to the original statement of the Loop Theorem, the replacement of id ∈ π1(Σ)
with NCπ1(Σ), and of nontrivial elements in π1(Σ) with conjugacy classes not in N , provides a
stronger statement which takes into account the movement of basepoints. This strengthened
statement is useful for working with not-explicitly-basepointed fundamental groups up to
conjugacy, instead of with fundamental groups with specified basepoints.

The Loop Theorem has the following important corollary.

Theorem (Dehn’s Lemma). Let M be a manifold, and suppose that f : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,∂M)
is a continuous map such that the restriction f |∂D2 : ∂D2 → ∂M is a (locally flat) embedding,
thereby guaranteeing the existence of some one-sided-collar neighborhood A of ∂D2 on which
f restricts to an embedding, f |A : (A, ∂D2)→ (M,∂M).

Then there is an embedding f ′ : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,∂M) such that f ′ and f agree on A.

Proof. By performing a suitable small isotopy, relative to ∂D2, of the embedding f |A : A →
M , one can push the annulus f(A) into ∂M as an embedded submanifold ι : (A′, ∂D2) ↪→
(∂M, f(∂D2)). Let γ : S1 → ∂D2 ⊂ A′ be a loop embedding S1 in ∂D2. Since the original
continuous map f : (D2, ∂D2) → (M,∂M) makes the loop f |∂D2 ◦ γ = ι ◦ γ contractible in
M , we have ι∗([γ]) = id ∈ π1(M). But since [γ] generates π1(A′) ' Z, this implies that
ker [ι∗ : π1(A′)→ π1(M)] = π1(A′).

Thus, when N is the trivial subgroup in π1(A′), we have N 6⊃ ker ι∗, and the Loop Theorem
guarantees the existence of an embedding f ′ : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,A′) such that [f ′|∂D2 ] ∈ π1(A′)
represents a conjugacy class in π1(A′) not contained in N , which in our case means that
[f ′|∂D2 ] 6= id ∈ π1(A′). Since f ′ is an embedding, we know that [f ′|∂D2 ] is primitive in
π1(A′) ' Z, hence is one of the two generators ±[γ]. Thus, possibly after orientation reversal,
we have [f ′|∂D2 ] = [γ] = [S1↪→∂D2↪→A′]. Since every embedded representative of [γ] is
isotopic both to the core of A’ and to γ itself, we can isotope f ′ to a locally flat embedding
with f ′|∂D2 = f |∂D2 . Finally, inside some neighborhood of A′ containing A, we can isotope f ′

to an embedding f ′ : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,∂M) with f ′|A = f |A. �
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IV. Incompressible / Essential.

Definition (compressing disk). Suppose Σ ⊂ M is a closed oriented embedded surface in
M and that D ⊂ M is an embedded 2-disk in M which restricts to a proper embedding
(int(D), ∂D)↪→(M \ Σ, ∂(M \ Σ)) in the splitting of M along Σ. (In particular, D \ Σ is
connected). Such D ⊂M is called a compressing disk for Σ if ∂D does not bound an embedded
disk in Σ.

(I did not discuss the case of nonclosed Σ in lecture, and this case is not examinable, but
one can also define compressing disks for compact Σ with boundary. In this case, Σ↪→M is
properly embedded, and ∂D bounds neither an embedded disk nor an embedded annulus in
Σ. In the latter case, we usually say ∂D does not cobound an annulus, since it would only do
half of the work in bounding an annulus, with some other boundary component in Σ providing
the other boundary component of the annulus.)

Definition (incompressible surface). A closed oriented properly embedded surface Σ↪→M is
called incompressible if

(i) Σ has genus g > 0 and has no compressing disks, or
(ii) Σ ∼= S2 and Σ does not bound a ball in M .

Definition (essential surface). A closed oriented properly embedded surface ι : Σ↪→M is called
essential if

(i) Σ has genus g > 0 and the induced homomorphism ι∗ : π1(Σ)→ π1(M) is injective, or
(ii) Σ ∼= S2 and is Σ is homotopically nontrivial: [Σ] 6= 0 ∈ π2(M).

Note! In lecture I forgot to state the separate case for 2-spheres.

Definition (boundary compressible). M is boundary compressible if some boundary compo-
nent ∂iM of ∂M has a compressing disk in the connect summand containing ∂iM in its prime
decomposition.

As we shall see in part IV, the notions of incompressible and essential coincide in the context
of embedded surfaces.
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Theorem (Equivalence of incompressible and essential surfaces). A closed oriented embedded
surface Σ↪→M is essential if and only if it is incompressible.

In lecture 4, I gave a very rough, pictorial sketch of the following argument. I provided a
few extra details on this at the beginning of Lecture 5, but over all, I did not write down a
very formal version of the proof. I have provided a more formal, complete version below, but
I won’t ask you to reproduce this proof in exam, since I did not write it down formally in
lecture.

Proof. It is an exercise in Example Sheet 1 that Papakyriakopoulos’s Sphere Theorem can be
used to prove that a 2-sphere bounds a ball if and only if it is homotopically trivial. Thus,
for now on, we assume Σ has genus g > 0.

The proof that an incompressible surface is inessential is the easy direction. Suppose
ι : Σ↪→M is compressible. Then Σ has some compressing disk (D2, ∂D2)↪→(M,Σ) with
essential boundary in Σ. That is, 0 6= [∂D2] ∈ π1(Σ). On the other hand, since ∂D2 bounds
a disk in M , the induced homomorphism ι∗ : π1(Σ)→ π1(M) sends ι∗ : [∂D2] 7→ 0 ∈ π1(M).
Thus 0 6= [∂D2] ∈ ker ι∗, implying ι∗ is not injective, and so Σ ⊂M is not essential.

Kneser’s Lemma, that the converse holds, is a deeper result and invokes Dehn’s Lemma.
Suppose ι∗ : π1(Σ)→ π1(M) is not injective.

(1) Then there is some loop γ ⊂ Σ with 0 6= [γ] ∈ π1(Σ) but ι∗(γ) = 0 ∈ π1(M). Such γ
therefore bounds an immersed disk D ⊂M .

(2) We next ensure that a collar neighborhood of ∂D in D is properly embedded in (M \
Σ, ∂(M \ Σ). That is, since Σ is oriented, ν(Σ) ∼= Σ × (−ε,+ε), so we can push γ off of the
zero-section Σ↪→Σ× (−ε,+ε) of ν(Σ) into, say the +ε direction. The isotopy of this push-off
from γ to, say, γ ′ forms a properly embedded annulus (A, γ)↪→(M \Σ, ∂(M \Σ) with boundary
γ q γ ′. We also simultaneously push off a neighborhood of ∂D in D into the +ε direction, so
that ∂D = γ ′. The new disk D′ := A ∪γ ′D now has an embedded collar neighborhood A of
γ = ∂D′ which is properly embedded in (M \ Σ, ∂(M \ Σ). Rename D′ as D.

(3) If D ∩ Σ = γ, then D \ Σ is connected, and we can apply Dehn’s Lemma to assert the
existence of a properly embedded disk ι′ : (int(D′), ∂D′)↪→(M \ Σ, ∂(M \ Σ)) with ι′ and ι
agreeing on A (and on γ). This D′ is then a compressing disk, making Σ compressible.

(4) If D∩Σ has multiple components, then we can rethink our original choice of γ. We start
by assuming that we originally deformed ι so that D intersects Σ transversely in a collection
of simple closed curves, of which γ was one. If any innermost curve γi is homotopically trivial
in Σ, then we can replace the component of D \ Σ bounded by γi with an embedded disk
Di ⊂ Σ with boundary γi, and push this disk off in the direction of the remaining part of
D in M . This operation removes γi from our collection of curves. Performing this operation
repeatedly removes all innermost curves which are homotopically trivial in Σ, so that we are
left with some innermost curve which is homotopically nontrivial in Σ. Call this curve γ, and
let the component of the disk bounded by γ be our new D.

(5) A neighborhood of ∂D in D lies entirely in one side of ν(Σ), so perform (2) pushing γ
off onto the same side as D. We then have D ∩ Σ = γ, so we perform (3) and are done. �

There are also notions of essential and incompressible for properly-embedded surfaces with
boundary.
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Lecture 5: Dehn Twists, Mapping Tori, and Mapping Class Groups

I. Dehn Twists and Mapping Tori.

A. Dehn Twists. We had a lengthy discussion of Dehn twists in lecture. I don’t want to
invest much time in figures for this bit, since there are already plenty of easily-available good
resources on Dehn twists.

For example, I recommend the wikipedia entry on Dehn twists:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dehn_twist.

To that, let me just add that a Dehn twist τα along a curve α ⊂ Σ induces the map

τα∗ : H1(Σ)→ H1(Σ), γ 7→ γ + (α · γ)α

on first homology.

B. Mapping Tori.

Definition (mapping torus). Suppose ϕ : Σ → Σ is a homeomorphism (respectively diffeo-
morphism). Then the mapping torus Mϕ of ϕ is the topological (respectively smooth) manifold
given by the quotient

Mϕ := (Σ× I)/(x, 1) ∼ (ϕ(x), 0)

II. Mapping Class Group: Definition. There are at least 2 contexts in which we will
want to know something about the available class of homeomorphisms or diffeomorphisms
Σ→ Σ from a surface to itself:

(i) Any time we glue 3 manifolds M1 and M2 together along boundary components ∂iM1

an ∂jM2 this identification is specified by a gluing map ϕ : ∂iM1 → −∂jM2, which is some
homeomorphism (or diffeomorphism) of a surface to itself. We have mostly encountered such
unions in connected sums, but in the future we shall study toroidal unions including Dehn
fillings, and also Heegaard splittings along surfaces of arbitrary genus.

(ii) Any 3-manifold fibered over S1 can be expressed as the mapping torus Mϕ of some
homeomorphism or diffeomorphism ϕ : Σ→ Σ, where Σ is the fiber of the fibration.

So far, we have shown that all orientation-preserving homeomorphisms S2 → S2 are iso-
topic. For surfaces of higher genus, this is no longer the case. Instead, such self-homeomorphisms
of Σ are classified by something called the mapping class group of Σ, which we shall denote
either MCG(Σ) or Mod(Σ). (Mod(Σ) is more standard, but I’ll often say MCG(Σ) to make
sure you remember what group I’m talking about.)

Definition (mapping class group). The mapping class group MCG(Σ) of a surface Σ is the
group

MCG(Σ) := {orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms Σ→ Σ}/isotopy.

The mapping class group also classifies self-homeomorphisms:

MCG(Σ) := {orientation-preserving homeomorphisms Σ→ Σ}/isotopy.

For purposes of this course, we mostly will only use the facts that
- the mapping class group is generated by Dehn twists,
- a homeomorphism/diffeomorphism of a surface is classified by its induced action on the

fundamental group,
- every mapping class element has a reducible, periodic, or Anosov/pseudo-Anosov repre-

sentative, and this trichotomy has an analog for arbitrary manifolds.

The details of pseudo-Anosov maps will not be examinable.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dehn_twist
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III. Mapping Class Group: Basic Results. In fact, it is good enough to study our
homeomorphisms of surfaces up to homotopy, due to a result of Dehn, Nielsen, and Baer.
(There are many mathematicians who have independently made overlapping contributions to
the study of mapping class groups.)

Theorem (Dehn-Nielsen-Baer). Two diffeomorphisms f1, f2 : Σ→ Σ are isotopic if and only
if they are homotopic.

Proof. Standard proofs invoke the curve complex, which we shall not discuss here. �

Another important result is that homeomorphisms of surfaces are determined up to iso-
topy by their induced action on the fundamental group. The following proof sketch is not
examinable, but you should understand the statement of the theorem. In the following, we
let MCG±(Σ) denote the double cover of MCG(Σ), which classifies the orientation-reversing
homeomorphisms of Σ in addition to the orientation-preserving ones, up to isotopy.

Theorem. If Σ is a closed oriented surface of genus g > 0, then the map

ρ : MCG±(Σ)
∼−→ Out(π1(Σ)), [ϕ : Σ→ Σ] 7→ [ϕ∗ : π1(Σ)→ π1(Σ)]

is an isomorphism of groups from the non-orientation-restricted mapping class group of Σ to
the group of outer automorphisms of the fundamental group of Σ.

Sketch of Proof. Such ρ is at least a homomorphism, since ϕ∗ ◦ ψ∗ ∼= (ϕ ◦ ψ)∗.
For g > 0, the invertibility of ρ is ultimately a consequence of the fact that the universal

cover π : R2 → Σ of Σ is contractible. Having a contractible universal cover makes Σ a so-
called K(π, 1) space, which has the property that one can use the embedding π1(Σ, x0)↪→R2,
g 7→ gx̃0, for some basepoint x̃0 ∈ π−1(x0) ⊂ R2, to promote any homomorphism f :
π1(Σ, x0) → π1(Σ, x0) to a based (i.e., basepointed) π1-equivariant map (R2, x̃0) → (R2, x̃0)
determined up to homotopy. This map, in turn, descends to a based map (Σ, x0) → (Σ, x0).
Moreover, if I have invertible homomorphisms f, g : π1(Σ) → π1(Σ), with f ◦ g = id, then
the respective induced based maps, say, f̄ , ḡ : (Σ, x0) → (Σ, x0), are homotopy inverses: the
compositions f̄ ◦ ḡ, ḡ ◦ f̄ : (Σ, x0)→ (Σ, x0) are each homotopic to the identity. All this comes
for free from Σ having a contractible universal cover, combined with some work topologists
have done studying spaces with contractible universal covers.

One must do extra work, however, to prove that in the particular case of a closed oriented
surface Σ of genus g > 0, each homotopy class of based maps (Σ, x0) → (Σ, x0) constructed
from an isomorphism [f : π1(Σ) → π1(Σ)] ∈ Aut(π1(Σ, x0)) has a homeomorphism represen-
tative f̄ : (Σ, x0)→ (Σ, x0). The existence of such homeomorphism representatives means we
can now formulate our map f 7→ f̄ as a homomorphism

Aut(π1(Σ, x0)) −→ {based homeomorphisms (Σ, x0)→ (Σ, x0)}/homotopy.

This homomorphism is in fact an isomorphism, since it has inverse [ϕ : (Σ, x0) 7→ (Σ, x0)] 7→
[ϕ∗ : π1(Σ, x0)→ π1(Σ, x0)], for ϕ∗ the homomorphism induced on fundamental groups by ϕ.
If we forget the basepoint on the righthand side, thereby indentifying various homeomorphisms
previously distinguished by sending basepoints to different places, this corresponds on the left-
hand side to quotienting Aut(π1(Σ, x0)) by the action of conjugation by π1(Σ, x0), i.e. Since
this action is the action of inner automorphisms, the resulting quotient is the so-called outer
automorphism group, Out(π1(Σ)) ' Aut(π1(Σ, x0))/Inn(π1(Σ, x0)).

This shows that we can invert ρ into the group {homeomorphisms Σ→ Σ}/homotopy. We
then appeal to Dehn-Nielsen-Baer’s result that 2 elements of φ1, φ2 ∈MCG±(Σ) are equal if
and only if they are represented by maps ϕ1, ϕ2 : Σ→ Σ which are homotopic. �
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Another important fact we shall use, but not prove, is the generation of the mapping class
groups by Dehn twists.

Theorem (Dehn, Lickorish). Any mapping class group MCG(Σ) is generated by a finite
collection of Dehn twists.

It is also somewhat useful to spell out more specific versions of the above results. Note
that in lecture, I was a bit sloppy about specifying when I was discussing the non-orientation-
restricted mapping class group MCG± and when I was discussing the usual (orientation-
preserving) mapping class group MCG.

Theorem (Dehn, Lickorish, et al). Let Σ be a closed oriented surface of genus g.

g = 0: MCG±(S2) ' {±1}, MCG(S2) ' 1.
g = 1: (a) MCG±(T2) ' GL(2,Z), MCG(T2) ' SL(2,Z).

(b) Dehn twists τα, τβ generate MCG(T2) for any 2 curves α, β⊂T2 generating π1(T2).
g ≥ 2: (a) Any set of Dehn twists generating MCG(Σ) contains at least 2g + 1 elements.

(b) The 2g + 1 Dehn twists about the following 2g + 1 curves generate MCG(Σ).

Proof.
Case g = 0. We proved the g = 0 case through a combination of lecture and exercises.

Case g = 1. (Added later): *** Many of you were asked in your graduate school application
interview here to prove explicitly that two homeomorphisms T2 → T2 are homotopic if and
only if they induce the same action on π1(T2). I therefore tried to avoid discussing this claim
in lectures. I have subsequently had requests from students for me to go over this interview
question. I don’t have time to do that in lecture, but I will try to add a discussion of this
question to the mapping class section of these lecture notes, assuming I receive permission to
do so.

(a) MCG±(T2) ' Out(π1(T2)) ' Out(Z⊕ Z) ' GL(2,Z).
MCG(T2) ' GL(2,Z)/(Z/2) ' SL(2,Z).

(b) Take α =: >
(

1, 0), β =: >
(

0, 1) as a basis for Z ⊕ Z ' π1(T2). (Note that this makes
α · β := det(α, β) = 1). Then the Dehn twists τα and τβ along α and β respectively can be

represented by the matrices

(
1 1
0 1

)
,

(
1 0
−1 1

)
, which are known to generate SL(2,Z).

Case g ≥ 2. Dehn showed that MCG(Σ) is finitely generated by Dehn twists. Lickorish re-
discovered this result, and bounded the cardinality of this generating set by 3g−1. Humphries
showed that 2g Dehn twists was insufficient and that a set of 2g + 1 Dehn twist generators
could always exists. Johnson showed that the Dehn twists along the 2g + 1 curves shown
above always generate MCG(Σ).

(In fact, Wajnryb showed that if one doesn’t impose the restriction of using Dehn twists as
generators, one can generate MCG(Σ) with just 2 homeomorphisms of Σ.) �
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Lecture 6: Nielsen-Thurston, JSJ, and Geometrization

I. Mapping Class Groups & Nielsen-Thurston Classification.

A. Review of MCG discussion from Lecture 5.
See Lecture 5 lecture notes.

B. Classifying elements of MCG(T2) = “Mod(T2)”.
Note: my discussion in lecture of the Nielsen-Thurston Classification of mapping class ele-

ments was extremely rushed, because I mostly only wanted to use this classification for moti-
vation of the type of classification geometers sought when formulating the JSJ decomposition:
i.e. a classification into manifolds which are Seifert fibered, decomposable along an essential
torus, or hyperbolic. I also wanted to give you more practice thinking about mapping tori.

I provide a few more details below than I did in lecture, in hopes that this will make the
theorem statement easier to understand.

Some of the following details come from example sheet exercises instead of lecture.

For φ ∈ SL(2,Z), define

ϕ : T2 → T2, ϕ(x) := φ(x) + Z2 ∈ R2/Z2 ∼= T2.

Then ϕ represents an element of Mod(T2), and φ = ϕ∗ : π1(T2)→ π1(T2).

Theorem/Definition (Classification of elements φ ∈ SL(2,Z) ' Mod(T2)). Write λ−1, λ
for the eigenvalues of φ ∈ SL(2,Z). Then the mapping torus Mϕ of ϕ : T2 → T2 is either
Seifert fibered or a graph manifold (a toroidal union of Seifert fibered spaces), and one of the
following holds.

(i) |Traceφ| ∈ {0, 1}— φ is periodic: φk = id for some k > 0.
(ii) |Traceφ| = 2 — φ is reducible: φ(vR)=vR for some line vR ⊂ R2,

ϕ(γ) = γ for some closed curve γ ⊂ T2.
(iii) |Traceφ| > 2 — φ is Anosov: λ ∈ R, 0 < |λ−1| < 1 < |λ|.

Proof. Since φ has detφ = 1, it has characteristic polynomial χφ(λ) = λ2 − (Traceφ)λ + 1.
Thus the qualitative behaviour of the eigenvalue roots of χφ(λ) depends on the value of the
discriminant (Traceφ)2 − 4 of χφ relative to 0.

When |Traceφ| < 2, in which case φ is called an elliptic element of SL(2;Z), the negative
discriminant implies that the roots λ−1, λ of χφ are nonreal complex conjugates. (More

explicitly, λ−1, λ are −i, i for Traceφ = 0 and ±(1− i
√

3),±(1+ i
√

3) for Traceφ = ±1. Using
the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, which tells us χφ(φ) · id = 0, it is straightforward to show that

φk = id for some k > 0, by proving that φ4 = id when Traceφ = 0, and that φ6 = id when
|Traceφ| = 1, as you might expect, given the corresponding eigenvalues of φ in those cases.)
(In lecture I just said that λ, λ−1 are nonreal complex conjugates and that φk = id for some
k > 0. I’ve included further details here for completeness, but you don’t need to know them.)

When |Traceφ| = 2, in which case φ is called a parabolic element of SL(2,Z), the dis-
criminant vanishes and we have a double root at λ−1 = λ = 1

2Traceφ ∈ {±1}. Thus φ is

conjugate to a matrix of the form

(
1 n
0 1

)
. For any n ∈ Z, such a matrix preserves the line

SpanR
>( 1, 0) ⊂ R2 in the universal cover R2 of T2, and this line descends to some closed curve

γ ⊂ T2 under the quotient R2 → R2/Z2 ∼= T2. The map φ is then conjugate to a product τnγ
of Dehn twists τγ along γ, A Dehn twist setwise-preserves the curve it is performed along.

When |Traceφ| > 2, in which case φ is called hyperbolic, the discriminant of χφ is positive,
so the eigenvalue solutions are distinct real roots λ, λ−1 ∈ R with product 1. Thus φ stretches
the plane in one direction and squeezes it in the other direction.

�
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C. MCG for Higher Genus.

Theorem (Nielsen-Thurston Classification of MCG elements). Let Σ be a connected, ori-
ented, closed surface of genus g ≥ 2, and let Mφ denote the mapping torus of a diffeomorphism
φ : Σ→ Σ. Then φ satisfies one of the following up to isotopy.

(i) φ is periodic: φk = id for some k > 0.
=⇒ Mφ is Seifert fibered.

(ii) φ is reducible: φ setwise-preserves some closed curve γ ⊂ Σ.
=⇒ Mφ has an incompressible torus Tγ, and Mφ

∼= Mφ1 ∪Tγ Mφ2; see proof below.
(iii) φ is pseudo-Anosov: it is a branched cover of some Anosov map.

=⇒ Mφ is hyperbolic.

Proof of reducible case. For a closed curve γ ⊂ Σ fixed setwise by φ, the mapping torus of φ
restricted to γ is in fact an embedded torus, Tγ ⊂Mφ, which is incompressible for g(Σ) ≥ 2.
(For Σ a torus, Mφ is already a torus bundle.) If this embedded torus Tγ is separating, then

Mφ splits along it, and we have Mφ
∼= Mφ1∪TγMφ2 , for φi := φ|Σi and Σ1qΣ2 :∼= Σ\ ◦ν(γ). �

Typo/Speecho 1! I’m worried I might have said in class that a reducible mapping class
representative φ is called reducible because its mapping torus Mφ is always reducible. What I
meant to say was that Mφ is JSJ-reducible, which is not standard terminology, and probably
dangerously confusing, but my way of saying that a manifold can be further decomposed in its
JSJ decomposition, or in other words, it can be reduced (split) along either an incompressible
embedded 2-sphere or an incompressible 2-torus not contained in a small Seifert fibered space.

In the case of reducible φ, Mφ is not reducible: Mφ does not have an embedded S2 that fails
to bound a 3-ball and therefore Mφ cannot be reduced along an essential S2. However, Mφ

does have an embedded incompressible T2 along which Mφ splits in its JSJ decomposition.

Typo/Speecho 2! When I tried to discuss the mapping class groups for the torus and
for higher genus surfaces at the same time, or at least in the same place on the board, to
save time, I failed to emphasise the point that a torus has a flat universal cover, whereas all
higher-genus surfaces have hyperbolic universal covers. Thus, things that are hyperbolic in
the higher-genus case are just flat in the toroidal case. This does not matter so much in the
periodic and reducible cases, but in the Anosov/pseudo-Anosov case, this is crucial: Pseudo-
Anosov maps have hyperbolic mapping tori. Anosov maps do not have hyperbolic mapping
tori (even though Anosov maps on tori are called “hyperbolic” elements of SL(2,Z). The
mapping torus of an Anosov map is union of Seifert fibered spaces along a torus.

In particular, although the trichotomy of SL(2,Z) helps motivate the terminology for
the Nielsen-Thurston classification of mapping class elements of higher-genus surfaces, the
SL(2,Z) (genus-1) case is qualitatively different from the higher genus cases.
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II. JSJ Preparation: Notions of Toroidalness.

Just like with incompressible/essential embedded surfaces, the notion of being toroidal has
both a topological and a fundamental-group-theoretic interpretation, but due to the occasional
role of π1-injective immersions, these two notions do not always coincide. In lecture I probably
spent too much time emphasising the case in which these two notions coincide, so pay attention
below to the expanded discussion of the case in which they fail to coincide.

Definition (peripheral subgroup). Let X be a compact manifold with nonempty boundary.
A peripheral subgroup is conjugate to the image of ι∗ : π1(∂iX) → π1(X) induced by the
inclusion ι : ∂iX↪→X, for some boundary component ∂iX of ∂X.

Definition (“group-theoretically” atoroidal). M is “group-theoretically” atoroidal if π1(M)
has a non-peripheral Z⊕ Z subgroup.

Definition (boundary parallel). An embedded surface Σ↪→M is boundary parallel if it can
be isotoped into a boundary component of M .

Definition (“topologically” toroidal). M is “topologically” toroidal if it has an embedded
incompressible torus that is not boundary-parallel.

In lecture I called this “geometrically” toroidal, but in retrospect I think it makes more sense
to call this topological.

Definition (boundary compressible). M is boundary compressible if some boundary compo-
nent ∂iM of ∂M has a compressing disk in the connect summand of M containing ∂iM .

Definition (toroidal boundary). M has toroidal boundary if its boundary is a disjoint union
of tori ∂M :∼=

∐n
i=1 ∂iM

∼=
∐n
i=1 T2

i .

Toroidal boundary does not imply toroidal manifold!

Theorem. Suppose M is compact, oriented, irreducible, and with toroidal or empty boundary.
If M is not a small Seifert fibered space with infinite fundamental group, then M is topologically
toroidal if and only if M is group-theoretically toroidal. In such case, one often just calls M
toroidal or atoroidal, accordingly.

Remark. The converse is also true. That is, if M is a small Seifert fibered space with infinite
fundamental group (which we shall later learn implies that M = M(g = 0; β1α1

, β2α2
, β3α3

) with

χorb(M) := χ(S2) − 3 +
∑3

i=1
1
αi
≤ 0), then M has no embedded incompressible tori, but it

has many π1-injective immersions f : T2 # M which are not homotopic to embeddings. On

the other hand, for any such immersion f , there is a finite-sheeted cover M̃ → M for which

f admits a lift f̃ : T̃2 → M̃ which is homotopic to an embedding of an incompressible torus.
(In fact, Seifert fibered spaces over positive-genus surfaces also have π1-injective immersions
of tori, but since they also have π1-injective embedded tori, they are still both topologically
and group-theoretically toroidal.)

Warning. Conventions for the term (a)toroidal are not standardized. Some topologists/geo-
meters use the unmodified word “toroidal” to mean topologically toroidal, and some use it
to mean group-theoretically toroidal, leaving their audience to guess from context what they
mean. In your own writing, if there is a chance of ambiguity in a context that might include
infinite-fundamental-group small Seifert fibered spaces, it is safest to avoid the term atoroidal
altogether and simply say “has no non-boundary-parallel incompressible tori” or “has no
non-peripheral Z⊕ Z subgroup in π1.”
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III. JSJ Statement plus later improvements.

Theorem (Jaco-Shalen, Johannson). Let M be a compact oriented irreducible 3-manifold,
with empty or toroidal boundary. Then there is a possibly-empty collection T2

1, . . . ,T2
n of em-

bedded incompressible (non-boundary-parallel) tori such that the splitting M |{T2
i }ni=1 consists

of pieces which are either Seifert fibered or group-theoretically atoroidal (or both).

A. Haken Case.

Definition (Haken). A connected compact oriented 3-manifold M is called Haken if it is
irreducible and it contains a properly embedded connected incompressible surface that is not
boundary parallel.

This notion is particularly relevant to manifolds with toroidal boundary (really for any
boundary with no S2 component, but we shall focus on the toroidal case).

Theorem (Seifert et al). If M has toroidal boundary, it has an essential embedded Seifert
surface.

Proof. We’ll discuss Seifert surfaces in our section on knots. �

Corollary. Every compact oriented irreducible boundary-incompressible M with toroidal bound-
ary is Haken.

Theorem (Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem). Let M be an compact, oriented, irreducible,

manifold. If M is Haken, then M \ ∂̂M is hyperbolic, where ∂̂M ⊂ ∂M is the union of toroidal
boundary components of M .

Typo! I forgot to remove the toroidal boundary components when I stated this in class.
Tori are flat and do not admit nonsingular hyperbolic structures. Thus, for a manifold with
toroidal boundary, the hyperbolic metric can only extend over the interior of the manifold.
If one prefers to keep the boundary intact, then the manifold is called cusped hyperbolic,
because the hyperbolic metric becomes singular (develops a cusp) on each toroidal boundary
component.

Definition (hyperbolic group). A group Γ is hyperbolic if it acts properly discontinuously and
cocompactly by isometries on a proper, geodesic hyperbolic metric space.

Hyperbolicity of a group can also be formulated as condition on the Cayley graph of the
group. There is a sense in which its triangles must be thin, just as triangles are thin in an
ordinary hyperbolic metric space. We will say (a tiny bit) more about hyperbolic geometry
and hyperbolic fundamental groups later in the course.

Case {T2
i } = ∅ is empty and M is closed.

Theorem (Perelman). If M is a closed, oriented, irreducible, group-theoretically atoroidal
3-manifold, then

(i) M has a metric of constant sectional curvature;
(ii) if M has constant positive curvature, then π1(M) is finite, and M is a quotient of S3

by a (finite) rigid subroup of SO(4), implying M is Seifert fibered;
(iii) if M has constant negative curvature, then M is hyperbolic, i.e, a quotient of H3 by

the action of a hyperbolic group.

Idea of proof. Run Ricci flow until you get constant curvature. Use special techniques to
remove any singularities in the flow that develop. �
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Lecture 7: Morse Singularities and 3-D Handle Decompositions

I. Morse functions. One of the major themes in this course is learning different ways in
which 3-manifolds can be decomposed into simpler pieces. The last segment of the course
focussed on decomposing 3-manifolds along essential surfaces, especially 2-spheres and 2-tori.

For the next segment and much of the remaining course, we will be interested in decom-
posing our 3-manifold into even simpler pieces called handles, which are a bit like the cells in
a cell decomposition. Each basic piece—each handle—is modeled on the neighborhood of a
certain type of singularity called a Morse singularity.

Notation. Let f : X → R be a smooth function. Then Hesspf and crit f satisfy

Hesspf := (the Hessian at p at f) =
(

∂2

∂xi∂xj

∣∣
p
f
)
ij
,

crit f := {the critical points of f} =
{
p ∈ X

∣∣ ∂
∂xi

∣∣
p
f = 0 ∀ i

}
,

with the right-hand side adopting any choice of coordinates centered at p.

Definition (Morse function). A smooth function f : X → R on a connected compact oriented
manifold X of dimension n is called Morse if

(a) every critical point x ∈ crit f of f is isolated, and
(b) Hessp f is nondegenerate at every p ∈ crit f (i.e., has det = 0 in local coordinates).

II. Morse singuarities. If f is Morse, then for any p ∈ critf and any choice of local
coordinates centered at p, f has Taylor series expansion of the form

f(x) = c+ 1
2

∑
ij xixj

(
∂2

∂xi∂xj

∣∣∣
p
f

)
ij

+ higher degree terms.

A better choice of coordinates can simplify the above expression. Since partial derivatives

commute, the above bilinear form, Hesspf :=
(

∂2

∂xi∂xj

∣∣
p
f
)
ij

, is symmetric, and can therefore

be diagonalised. Thus, by a combination of diagonalisation and rescaling, we can always
choose coordinates centred at p such that f has Taylor expansion

f(x) = c −
∑k

i=1 x
2
i +

∑n
i=k+1 x

2
i + higher degree terms.

Note that we used the nondegeneracy of Hessp f when we asserted that we can choose nonzero
coefficients for each x2

i in the above expansion. In fact, Morse proved that we can even choose
coordinates that do away with the higher degree terms in the expansion of f , but this is
nontrivial to prove. Thus, we can choose coordinates x centered at a critical point p ∈ crit f
such that

(∗) f(x) = c −
∑k

i=1 x
2
i +

∑n
i=k+1 x

2
i .

Definition (indpf = index at a critical point). If f : X → R is Morse, then for any critical
point p ∈ crit f of f , the index indp f of f at p is the number of negative eigenvalues of
Hessp f , counted with multiplicity. Equivalently, indpf = k in equation (∗).

The fact that we can choose coordinates in which f admits the expansion (∗) around a
critical point of index k has important topological implications:

For each k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, there is a unique local model

to which the neighborhood of any index k critical point is equivalent.

When n = 2 or 3, the set {0, . . . , n} is small enough that it is worth writing down each of
these models explicitly.
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Morse singularities in dimension 3:

Morse singularities in dimension 2:

The above local models of 3-dimensional Morse singularities are the ones I wrote down and
drew in lecture. (I left the above 2-dimensional Morse singularities as an excercise.)
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III. Cobordisms through critical points.

In fact, one could envision building a manifold up out such standard pieces modeled on
Morse singularities.

As t increases from −∞ to +∞, the manifold f−1((−∞, t]) grows from f−1(−∞) to
f−1((−∞,+∞)) = X. If we partition R up into intervals {Ii}, then this growth of f−1((−∞, t])
occurs one cobordism f−1(Ii) at a time. In particular, if we deform f slightly so that all of the
critical points of f have distinct images in R, and if we choose our intervals {Ii} so that each
interval Ij contains a unique critical value f(xj), for some xj ∈ crit f , then each cobordism
f−1(Ij) adds on a piece of manifold homeomorphic to the local model for the neighborhood
of a singularity of index k = indxjf .

For example, in the diagram below, a genus 2 surface Σ2 is built up from local models
of neighborhoods of singularities of index 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 2, successively from bottom
(f−1(−∞)) to top (f−1((−∞,+∞)) = Σ2

IV. Handle decompositions.

These pieces of manifold homeomorphic to neighborhoods of index k Morse singularities
have a name: they are called index k handles, or often simply k-handles.

For example, the topmost piece added to complete the genus-2 surface above is a called a
2-dimensional 2-handle and is homeomorphic to a 2-cell (D2). In general, an n-dimensional
k-handle is homeomorphic to the product of a k-cell (Dk) called a core, with a Dn−k co-core.

Homotopically, these k-handles play precisely the same role as k-cells in a cell decomposi-
tion, and one can establish a homotopy equivalence between cell decompositions and handle-
decompositions. Thus, rather than developing Morse theory systematically, I shall appeal to
the rigorous treatment of cell-decompositions you encountered in your algbraic topology class.
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Dimension n = 3.

Cobordism through an Addition of an
index k critical point: index k handle:

Dimension n = 2.

Cobordism through an Addition of an
index k critical point: index k handle:

Observe how in each of the above cases, the (rightmost) manifold resulting from passing
upwards through an index k singularity is homeomorphic to the (again rightmost) manifold
resulting from the addition of an index k handle.
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Lecture 8: Handle Wrap-up & Knots!

0. Review of Lecture 7.

A. Morse singularities and cobordisms.
Last lecture, we discussed the 3-dimensional version of the following story.
Suppose f : X → R is Morse, for X a smooth n-manifold. Then f has level sets

f−1(r) := (level set of r ∈ R) ⊂ X.
By isotoping f if necessary, we can ensure that the critical points of f each lie in disjoint
level sets, i.e., that f(x) 6= f(y) for any distinct x, y ∈ crit f . We can then partition R
into neighborhoods of critical values of f , such that the closures {Ix 3 f(x)}x∈crit f of these
neighborhoods in R satisfy

R =
⋃

x∈crit f

Ix, with Ix ∩ Iy = ∅ or (one point) ∀ x, y ∈ crit f.

Then for each x ∈ crit f , f−1(Ix) is a cobordism from f−1(inf Ix) to f−1(sup Ix) containing
the level set f−1(f(x)) of f(x) ∈ R. Thus we can regard X as being built up one cobordism
at a time, out of the cobordisms f−1(Ix) associated to critical points:

X =
⋃

x∈crit f

f−1(Ix).

Typo alert! I think in lecture there were a few occasions when I wrote x where I meant
f(x), such as writing Ix = [−ε + x, x + ε] when I meant Ix = [−ε + f(x), f(x) + ε]. Sorry
about that!

3-dimensional Handle decompositions.
Last lecture, we drew pictures of local models of 3-dimensional Morse singularities. That

is, for each k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we drew the closed neighborhood f−1([−1, 1]) of an index-k Morse
singularity (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) ∈ R3, and showed how this cobordism from f−1(−1) to f−1(+1)
could be modeled by the addition of a “k-handle.”

I. Handle Decompositions.

Definitions (handle, core, cocore). An n-dimensional k-handle Hn
k is a decomposition

Hn
k := Dk ×Dk−n ∼= Bn

of a n-ball into a core Dk and co-core Dn−k.

Definition (attaching region). The boundary of a handle decomposes as

∂(core× cocore) ∼= ∂(core) × cocore ∪ core × ∂(cocore)
∼= attaching region ∪ “new boundary,” with

attaching region := ∂(core) × cocore, “new boundary” := core × ∂(cocore).

We also sometimes refer to the cores of the attaching region or new handle, respectively, as
the attaching sphere or belt sphere.

Definitions (attaching and belt spheres).
attaching sphere := core(attaching region) = ∂(core)× pt

belt sphere := core(new boundary) = pt× ∂(cocore)

The attaching sphere of a 2-handle is more often called an attaching circle.
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Definition (handle addition). The term k-handle addition refers to regarding a k-handle as
a cobordism from the attaching region to the “new boundary” of the k-handle.

Just as in the 3-dimensional case, such cobordisms mimick those arising from index-k Morse
singularities.

Theorem. If the critical points of a Morse function f : Xn → R have disjoint level sets,
then the cobordism associated to each index-k Morse singularity can be locally modeled by the
addition of an n-dimensional k-handle.

Corollary. Morse functions on compact manifolds determine handle decompositions.

One can also make sense of handle decompositions in the non-compact case, but we will
not need this version.

Remark. Just as in the 3-dimensional case, a handle decomposition can be regarded as a
“thickened cell decomposition.” Cell decompositions and handle decompositions are homotopy
equivalent, and there are easy, canonical constructions to obtain a handle decomposition from
a cell decomposition and vice versa. We will have an example sheet problem on this.

II. Applications of handle addition: Preview.

A. Handle bodies and Heegaard splittings. One construction we will spend a lot of time dis-
cussing in more detail in future lectures is the Heegaard decomposition of a 3-manifold—
decomposing a 3-manifold into so-called handle-bodies.

Definition (handle-body). The genus g handle-body is the unique fully-compressible compact
oriented 3-manifold Ug with boundary ∂Ug ∼= Σg, for Σg a closed oriented surface of genus g.

Remark. A handle-body is not a handle! However, there are several canonical ways of
building handle-bodies out of handles, which we discuss in Example Sheet 2. As a spoiler for
one of the ways, if you start with the empty set, then you can build a genus g handle-body by
attaching g 1-handles to a 0-handle. In anology with cell decompositions, this makes a “fat
wedge of circles”

Definition (Heegaard splitting). Let Ug and Vg be genus g handle-bodies. A Heegaard split-
ting of genus g for a closed oriented 3-manifold M is a decomposition

M ∼= Ug ∪Σg Vg

with respect to some gluing map ϕ : ∂Ug → −∂Vg.

B. Dehn surgery. A 4-dimensional 2-handle has boundary

∂H4
2 :∼= ∂(D2 ×D2) ∼= S1 ×D2 ∪ D2 × S1.

Thus, 4-dimensional 2-handle addition is a cobordism from a solid-torus attaching region (that
gets eaten) to a solid torus new boundary (that gets produced).

As an operation on 3-manifolds, this cobordism is called integer Dehn surgery.
To study Dehn surgery in more detail, we need to introduce...
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III. Knots!

From Now On...
M = compact oriented 3-manifold with empty or toroidal boundary.

Definition (knot in M). A knot K ⊂M is a locally flatly embedded S1↪→M .

Definition (knot). If the 3-manifold hosting a knot K is not specified, a knot K is conven-
tionally assumed to be a knot in S3.

Definition (knot exterior in M). The exterior of K ⊂M is the compact 3-manifold M \ ◦ν(K).

Definition. The exterior of K refers to the compact 3-manifold S3 \ ◦ν(K).

Definition (Dehn surgery). Dehn surgery M ′ of M along K is the union

M ′ :∼= (exterior of K ⊂M) ∪ (solid torus) ∼= (M \ ◦ν(K)) ∪φ (D2 × S1),

for a gluing map

φ : ∂(
◦
ν(K))→ −∂(S1 ×D2), ∂(

◦
ν(K)) ∼= ∂(S1 ×D2) ∼= T2.

IV. Distinguishing Knots: Preview.

A. Connections to previous lectures. Any manifold with torus boundary can be regarded as
the exterior of a knot in a 3-manifold.

1. Theorem (Gordon). A knot K ⊂ S3 is determined by its exterior XK := S3 \ ◦ν(K).
That is, K is ambient isotopic to K ′ if and only if XK

∼= XK′ .

2. Knots are often categorised according to the JSJ decomposition of their exteriors:
hyperbolic, Seifert fibered (torus), satellite, etc.

3. A Knot is called fibered if its exterior is fibered.

Thus if a knot K is fibered, its exterior can be realised as a mapping torus Mφ for some
φ : Σ→ Σ. The fiber Σ in this case is called the Seifert surface of K. a structure we’ll revisit
in later lectures.

B. Invariants.
1. If K ⊂ S3 has a JSJ-simple exterior XK := S3 \ ◦ν(K)—so is Seifert fibered or has

a hyperbolic interior—then π1(XK) is a complete invariant for K. That is, K is ambient
isotopic to K ′ if and only if π1(XK) ' π1(XK′).

2. Knot polynomials: Alexander polynomial, Jones polynomial, HOMFLY-PT polynomial,
etc. We shall focus on the Alexander polynomial.

3. Knot genus g(K), given by the genus of the Seifert surface.
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Lecture 9: Alexander Polynomial Skein Relation

A. Knot diagrams and Link diagrams.

Definition. A link L ⊂ S3 is an embedding L :=
∐n
i=1 S

1
i ↪→ S3 of oriented circles.

Definition. A link projection (or knot projection, for |L| = 1) of a link L ⊂ S3 is an
immersion L# ΓL↪→R2 to an embedded planar graph ΓL↪→R2, induced by a projection

L S3 \ {x0} ∼= R3 ∼= R2 × R

ΓL R2

p|L p such that

(a) x0 /∈ L, and
(b) p|L → R2 is an embedding except at isolated double-points.

Definition. A link (or knot) diagram DL = (ΓL, crossings) of a link L ⊂ S3 is an embedded
planar graph ΓL ↪→ R2 induced from some link projection L # ΓL ↪→ R2, together with
crossing decoration at each vertex of v of ΓL, indicating which pair of incident edges to v
has highest preimage in R with respect to the projection p : R2 × R → R2 inducing the link
projection.

Example. Here are some example knot diagrams for the unknot and trefoil, and link diagram
for the Hopf link. The crossing decoration is a small gap marking the lower strand.

A given link can be represented by arbitrarily many different diagrams, but the operations
relating diagrams representing the same link are completely understood.

Theorem (Reidemeister). Let D1, D2 be respective diagrams for links L1, L2 ⊂ S3. Then
L1 and L2 are ambient isotopic if and only if the diagrams D1 and D2 are related by some
combination of the following 3 local operations, called Reidemeister moves.

I did not write down the Reidemeister moves explicitly in class because I did not want you
to worry about memorizing them. These moves are useful for proving that a given invariant
of diagrams is also an invariant of knots. For purposes of this class, however, all I expect
you to know about Reidemeister moves is that the intuitive simplifications we make on knot
diagrams can be made rigorous.
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B. The Alexander Skein relation.
Skein relations, on the other hand, refer to relationships among collections of basic local operations

which do change the ambient-isotopy type of the corresponding link. In many cases, including in the
Alexander skein relation, these operations are performed at a crossing.

⤲c(D) ∶ ⤱c(D) ∶

⤹⤸

c(D) ∶

In the above figure, we start with the center diagram D for the trefoil, and create 3 new diagrams,
⤲c(D), ⤱c(D), and ⤹⤸

c(D), by performing the operations ⤲c , ⤱c , and ⤹⤸

c at the crossing c ∈ D.
One of these three operations will always be the identity operation. In the above case, ⤱c(D) = D,
since c is a positive crossing in D.

Definition. The Alexander Polynomial Δ ∶ {link diagrams D} → ℤ[t−1, t] is specified by the follow-
ing two conditions:
(i) Normalization. Δ(any diagram for the unknot) = 1
(ii) Skein relation. Δ(⤲c(D)) − Δ(⤱c(D)) = (t1∕2 − t−1∕2)Δ( ⤹⤸

c(D)) ∀ c ∈ crossings(D).

Theorem (The Alexander skein relation as an invariant of oriented links). The map Δ as described
above is well-defined on diagrams, and Δ(D1) = Δ(D2) for any two diagrams D1, D2 of the same
link, or equivalently, for anyD1, D2 related by a series of Reidemeister moves. Thus Δ descends to an
invariant of oriented links,

Δ ∶ {oriented links}→ ℤ[t−1, t].

The above theorem arises as a corollary of the following much stronger result.

Theorem (Equivalence ofAlexander polynomials). In the following section, we shall define the Alexan-
der polynomial of a 3-manifold, for any oriented 3-manifold with b1 > 0. With respect to this definition,
we have

Δ(L) = Δ(S3 ⧵ L)
for any oriented link L ⊂ S3.

We shall prove the above theorem in the case that L is a knot, i.e., has only one component.
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C. Computing ∆(L) via skein relations.
The Alexander skein relation relates the Alexander polynomial of a link to that of links

of lower complexity with respect to minimal crossing number or number of components. We
illustrate how this works with a computation of the Alexander polynomial of the trefoil T .

We first perform skein operations at some crossing cT in a minimal-crossing diagram for T .

This relates T to the unknot U1 and the hopf link H. Since ∆(U1) is known, we are
reduced to computing ∆(H), requiring a skein relation at some crossing cH in a minimal-
crossing diagram for H.

This reduces us to the computation of ∆(U2). The 2-component unlink U2 has no crossings,
so instead we combine two components of U2 in an oriented resolution at some cU2 .

Having reduced everything to unknots, we can now solve the resulting skein equations:

(cU2) ∆(U1)−∆(U1) = (t1/2 − t−1/2)∆(U2) =⇒ ∆(U2) = 0,

(cH) ∆(U2)−∆(H) = (t1/2 − t−1/2)∆(U1) =⇒ ∆(H) = t1/2 − t−1/2,

(cT ) ∆(U1)− ∆(T ) = (t1/2 − t−1/2)∆(H) =⇒ ∆(T ) = t−1 − 1 + t1.
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Lecture 10: Heegaard Diagrams and
Dehn Presentations for Knot Exteriors

I. Handle attachments and handle-bodies.
Refer to Lectures 8 and 9 for a discussion of handles and handle decompositions.

A. Handle addition.
Conventions for describing the addition of an n-dimensional k-handle Hn

k
∼= Dk × Dn−k

depend on the value of k relative to n.

Convention (k-handle addition). For k > 0, the following cases describe attaching an n-
dimensional k-handle Hn

k to a compact oriented n-manifold X with non-empty boundary ∂X.

k = 0: “Start with a 0-handle.” or “Start with m 0-handles.”
k = 1: “Attach a 1-handle . . .

. . . to X” if ∂X has precisely one component.

. . . from ∂iX to ∂jX” if each end of Hn
1 is attached to a different component of ∂X.

. . . to ∂iX” if both ends of Hn
1 are attached to the same component ∂iX ( ∂X.

k ≥ 2: “Attach a k-handle to S ⊂ ∂X,” for S an embedded Sk−1.
Here, S specifies the target of the attaching sphere of Hn

k , not the attaching region.

That is, the k-handle Hn
k
∼= Dk ×Dn−k is attached to X via an orientation-reversing

homeomorphism that identifies a regular neighborhood ν(S)∼=Sk−1×Dn−k ⊂ ∂X of S
with the attaching region ∂Dk×Dn−k ⊂ ∂Hn

k of Hn
k (and S with ∂Dk× core(Dn−k)).

k = n: “Attach an n-handle . . .
. . . to X” (or “to ∂X”) if ∂X has precisely one component homeomorphic to Sn−1.
. . . to ∂iX” if ∂X has multiple components homeomorphic to Sn−1.

Since Heegaard diagrams mostly specify 2-handle additions, we describe this in more detail.

Convention (3-dimensional 2-handle attachment). Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold
with nonempty boundary ∂M , and let γ ⊂ ∂M be an embedded closed curve (∼= S1). By the
phrase, “attaching a 2-handle along γ,” we mean constructing the union

M ′ = M ∪ϕ H3
2 , ϕ : γ × I → −∂D2 × I,

of M with a 3-dimensional 2-handle H3
2 := D2 × D1 ∼= D2 × I, by gluing a 2-dimensional

neighborhood ν(γ) ∼= γ × I ⊂ ∂M of γ to the attaching region ∂D2× I ⊂ ∂(D2× I) ∼= ∂H3
2 of

H3
2 , via the orientation-reversing homeomorphism ϕ.

B. Handle bodies.

Definition (genus). The genus g(Σ) of a closed oriented surface Σ is given by

g(Σ) := 1
2 |H1(Σ)|.

If Σ is a compact oriented surface with boundary, then we define

g(Σ) := g(Σ),

for Σ the closed oriented surface given by gluing one D2 to each boundary component of Σ.

Definition (handle-body). A genus-g handle-body Ug is the unique fully-compressible com-
pact oriented 3-manifold Ug with boundary ∂Ug ∼= Σg, for Σg a closed oriented surface of
genus g. More explicitly, Ug is given by the attachment of g 1-handles to a 0-handle.
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II. Heegaard Diagrams.

Definition (Heegaard diagram). A Heegaard Diagram is a triple H := (Σ,α,β) of

• Σ a closed oriented surface,
• α = (α1, . . . , αnα) an nα-tuple of embedded closed curves, and
• β = (β1, . . . , βnβ ) an nβ-tuple of embedded closed curves, such that

αi ∩ αj = βk ∩ βl = ∅ for all i 6= j, k 6= l.

Definition (3-manifold from Heegaard diagram). A Heegaard diagram H := (Σ,α,β) uniquely
specifies a compact oriented 3-manifold M(H), as follows.

1. Start with Σ× I, I = [0, 1].
2a. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , nα}, attach a 2-handle to Σ× {0} along αi ⊂ Σ.
2b. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , nβ}, attach a 2-handle to Σ× {1} along βj ⊂ Σ.
3. Attach one 3-handle to each boundary component ∼= S2 of the resulting manifold.

For purposes of this course, we shall only consider Heegaard diagrams of the form

(i) H := (Σ,α,β) such that M(H) closed, nα = g(Σ), nβ = g(Σ);

(ii) H := (Σ,α,β) such that ∂M(H) ∼= T2, nα = g(Σ), nβ = g(Σ)− 1.

Theorem (Existence of Type (i) Heegaard Diagrams). Any closed oriented 3-manifold M ,
admits a Heegaard Diagram of type (i).

Proof. Let f : M → R be a self-indexing Morse function on M . That is, f(x) = indxf ∈ R
for all x ∈ critf . (We proved the existence of such a Morse function on compact manifolds as
an exercise in Example Sheet 2.) Moreover, for each k ∈ {0, . . . , 3}, let nk denote the number
of index-k critical points of f .

We claim that such f can be modified so that n0 = n3 = 1. In fact, this can be done for M
of any dimension n. That is, if there is more than one 0-handle, then by the connectedness
of M , each 0-handle must be connected by a 1-handle to another 0-handle. Whenever this
occurs, we can replace a 0-handle–1-handle–0-handle union with a 0-handle, since they are
homeomorphic. Repeating this operation eventually reduces the number of 0-handles to 1.
Similarly, any n-handle–(n − 1)-handle–n-handle union can be replaced with an n-handle,
and if there are multiple n-handles, the connectedness of M demands that these n-handles be
connected to other n-handles via (n−1)-handles. We therefore modify f as prescribed by these
handle-decomposition modifications, to obtain a self-indexing Morse function f : M → R with
a unique index-0 and a unique index-3 critical point; n0 = n3 = 1.

Let Σ := f−1(1.5). We claim that n1 = n2 = g(Σ). That is, since Σ is the boundary
of the 3-manifold f−1(〈−∞, 1.5]) formed by attaching n1 1-handles to n0 = 1 0-handle—a
genus-n1 handle-body—we have g(Σ) = n1. Similarly, regarding 3 − f as a Morse function
on f−1([1.5,+∞〉) makes the latter a 3-manifold with boundary Σ, formed by attaching n2

1-handles to n3 = 1 0-handle and therefore a genus-n2 handle-body. Thus g(Σ) = n2.
Lastly, let H3

1;i and H3
2;j denote the ith 1-handle and jth 2-handle specified by f , for

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , g}, and g := g(Σ). We then set

αi := Σ ∩ (co-core of H3
1;i),

βj := Σ ∩ (core of H3
2;j).

�
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III. Dehn presentation Heegaard Diagrams: Trefoil Example.

The knot diagram for the trefoil knot T ⊂ S3 gives rise to the

following Dehn presentation Heegaard diagram for the knot’s exterior XT := S3 \ ◦ν(T ).

The above Heegaard diagram (Σ,α,β), with Σ of genus 4, α = (α1, . . . , α4), and β =
(β1, . . . , β3), specifies the 3-manifold given by starting with Σ× I, attaching 2-handles along
each of α1 × {0}, . . . , α4 × {0} and attaching a 3-handle along the resulting S2 boundary
component, and then attaching 2-handles along each of β1 × {1}, . . . , β3 × {1}, so that the
final resulting 3-manifold XT has precisely one boundary component, of genus 1.
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IV. Dehn presentation Heegaard diagrams: General construction.
More generally, given a knot diagram D = ((ΓK ↪→R2), crossings) for a knot K ⊂ S3 with

exteriorXK := S3\◦ν(K), we adopt the following procedure to construct the Dehn presentation
Heegaard diagram for XK with respect to the diagram D.

1. Re-embed

ΓK ↪→R2 ∼= R2 × {0} ↪→ R2 × R ↪→ R3 ∪ {∞} ∼= S3.

Remember that this R factor in R2 × R points towards us out of the diagram, with
the positive direction of R distinguishing the heights of strands at crossings.

Take a tubular neighborhood ν(ΓK) ⊂ S3, set

Σ := ∂(ν(ΓK)), noting that g(Σ) = b1(ΓK) = 1 + |{crossings(D)}|,
and draw this Σ on the page.

The above righthand equality is due the fact that in a closed embedded graph with
only degree-4 vertices, the number of cycles is one more than the number of vertices.
This is straightforward to prove inductively or via Euler characteristic arguments.

2. Draw a curve αi ⊂ Σ along each ith cycle of ΓK . Attach a 2-handle along each αi.
Attach a 3-handle along the newly-formed S2 boundary.

We have now formed the manifold S3 \ ◦ν(ΓK), having filled in everything except

the “inside,”
◦
ν(ΓK), of Σ.

3. Draw the knot K on Σ (say in green), so that the top strands of crossings go along
the top of Σ and the bottom strands of crossings go along the underside of Σ.

4. At each jth crossing, draw a curve βj ⊂ Σ whose top half parallels the upper strand
on each side and whose bottom half parallels the bottom strand on either side. Thus,
if K were constrained to lie on Σ, then forbidding that K from crossing any βj forces
K to behave like the knot in the diagram D.

But K does not actually live on the surface of Σ. K lives in the interior of ν(ΓK).
However, if we attach a 2-handle along each βj , these disks prevent the upper strand
of K from passing through the lower strand of K at each crossing.

Moreover, attaching these g − 1 2-handles along these g − 1 beta curves at these
g−1 crossings lowers the genus of the boundary of our manifold (which was previously
Σ) by g − 1. Thus the boundary of the resulting manifold is a torus, and we have
completed forming

XK
∼= (S3 \ ◦ν(ΓK)) ∪β

∐g−1
i=1 D

2 ×D1.
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V. Dehn presentation of the fundamental group of a knot exterior.

A. Orientation and basepoint conventions.
First, to make the correspondence between our Heegaard diagram and our fundamental

group presentation precise requires assigning an orientation to each of the curves α1, . . . , αg
and β1, . . . , βg−1. We choose the convention that the visible parts of these curves are positively
oriented in the anti-clockwise direction, with Σ oriented according to the right-hand rule.

For the selection of a basepoint x0 ∈ XT , we choose some point x0 ∈ Σ0 × {0} in the
neighborhood of an outermost arc of the diagram D, as shown, for example, in the figure of
the Dehn presentation Heegaard diagram for our trefoil diagram example.

Finally, let Uα = S3 \ ◦ν(ΓK) denote the handlebody obtained from starting with Σ × I,
attaching 2-handles along α1 × {0}, . . . , αg × {0}, and filling in the resulting S2 boundary
component with a 3-handle.

B. Generators.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , g}, let ai denote an embedded representative of the homotopy class of x0-

based loops in Uα dual to αi. That is, ai ∩ D2
j = +δij for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , g} and any

properly-embedded disk D2
j → Uα with ∂D2

j = αj . Since Uα deformation retracts onto a

wedge of these ai at x0, the fundamental group π1(Uα, x0) is freely generated by these ai.

Proposition. Let D2
1, . . . , D

2
g ↪→Uα \ {x0} be properly embedded disks with disjoint images in

Uα and with each ∂D2
i = αi, and suppose γ is an x0-based embedded loop in Uα, isotoped so

that all intersections of γ with these disks D2
i are transverse. Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ Uα denote the

n successive points of intersection of γ with the qiD2
i as one starts at x0 and traverses γ once

in the positive direction. Then γ = ae1i1 · · · a
en
in
∈ π1(Uα), with multiplication by concatenation

on the right, where ik ∈ {1, . . . , g} specifies the disk meeting γ at xk = γ ∩ D2
ik

, and where

ek := γ ·D2
ik
|xk ∈ {±1} is the sign of this intersection.

Proof. [Excercise] �

The kernel of the epimorphism π1(Uα, x0) → π1(XK , x0) is then the normal subgroup
generated by conjugates wj of based loop representatives of the curves βj , for j ∈ {1, . . . , g−1}.
The spellings of these generators wj as cyclic words in a1, . . . , ag can be read off, up to
conjugacy, from the intersections of the curves βj with the curves αi.

We now make this “reading off” process more explicit, for fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , g−1}. Let

xj0 ∈ βj denote the basepoint of the loop representative β̃j of βj . As we travel once in the

positive direction around β̃j starting at xj0, define i(j, k) ∈ {1, . . . g} such that αi(j,k) ∩ βj is

the kth successive intersection point of β̃j with the union
⋃
i αi. We then set

wj := a
e(j,1)
i(j,1) · · · a

e(j,nj)

i(j,nj)
,

where nj = |βj ∩
⋃
i αi| is the number of intersection points and e(j, k) := αi(j,k) · βj is the

sign of each intersection. Thus, altogether, we have shown the following result.

Theorem (Dehn Presentation of Fundamental Group). The knot exterior XK of K ⊂ S3

admits the fundamental group presentation

π1(XK , x0) ' 〈a1, . . . , an |w1, . . . , wn−1〉,
with w1, . . . , wn−1 as defined above.
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Lecture 11: Alexander Polynomials from Fundamental Groups

I. Motivation.
A theorem of Cameron Gordon tells us that a knot in K ⊂ S3 is determined up to isotopy

by its exterior XK := S3 \ ◦ν(K). If in addition, XK is irreducible and has no embedded
essential anuli or tori, then Thurston tells us XK is determined by its fundamental group
π1(XK). Thus in many cases, the fundamental group π1(XK) contains precisely as much
information as the knot itself.

On the bright side, many tools have been developed to study discrete groups, and funda-
mental groups of 3-manifolds in particular. On the other hand, among knots determined by
the fundamental groups of their exteriors, these fundamental groups necessarily encode as
much data as the knots themselves. There are many contexts in which it would be preferrable
to have coarser invariants.

The näıve choice would be to abelianize π1(XK), but since H1(XK) ' Z for every knot
K ⊂ S3, this provides no distinguishing information about the knot.

II. Definition.
Instead, the Alexander polynomial ∆(XK) characterises the abelianization of the kernel

ker ϕ = [π1(XK), π1(XK)] of the abelianization map ϕ : π1(XK)→ H1(XK).

Recall that any normal subgroup N C π1(X) specifies a normal cover X̃ → X with deck
transformation group π1(X)/N . Thus the kernel ker ϕ = [π1(XK), π1(XK)] is the fundamen-

tal group of the Z-fold cover (more often called the infinite cyclic cover) X̃K → XK with deck
transformation group Z.

The action of the deck transformation group π1(XK)/π1(X̃K) ' H1(XK) on X̃K induces

an action of H1(XK) on H1(X̃K), allowing us to regard H1(X̃K) as a module, in fact a torsion
module, over the group-ring Z[H1(XK)]. The Alexander polynomial ∆(XK) is then the order

of this torsion module. As promised, H1(X̃K) is the abelianization of ker ϕ. By specifying the
order of this module as a torsion module, ∆(XK) characterises this abelianization completely
when the torsion module is principal, and partially otherwise.

III. Alexander Matrices, and Definition of ∆(XK).
Write down a presentation for π1(XK),

π1(XK) ' 〈a1, . . . , an|w1, . . . , wm〉.
The Alexander matrix A associated to this presentation is given by

A :=

(
∂wi
∂aj

)
ij

,

where ∂/∂aj indicates Fox derivative (see reference below for an exposition, and many exam-
ples, of Fox derivative computations). The Fox derivative computes the abelianization of the

action of π1(XK) on H1(X̃K).

For explicit computations, it is convenient, for brevity, to write ∂i for the Fox derivative
∂
∂ai

. One then computes Fox derivatives using the rules

∂i(aj) = δij , ∂i(xy) = [ϕ(x)]∂i(y) + ∂i(x),

which further imply the rules

∂i(x
−1) = −[ϕ(x)]−1∂i(x), ∂i(a

e
i · (word without ai)) = ∂(aei ).

Theorem (Fox). The first homology of the infinite cyclic cover X̃K of XK satisfies

H1(X̃K ;Z) ' Z[〈ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an)〉]/A,
with ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an) regarded as elements of H1(XK) ' Z.
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Definition (Alexander polynomial). The Alexander polynomial ∆(XK) is the order of H1(X̃K)
as a torsion module over Z[H1(XK)]. That is,

∆(XK) = gcd{determinants of maximal-rank minors of A}.

Note: if A is computed with respect to the Dehn presentation of the fundmental group (see
Lecture 11), then the computation is simpler. In this case, A is an n× (n− 1) matrix, and it
suffices to compute

∆(XK) = detAk,

for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where Ak denotes A with the kth column deleted.

IV. Details / Reference.
There are many online expositions of the above story, details of the computation of the

order ∆(XK) of H1(X̃K) as an H1(XK)-module, and discussions of Fox calculus. I recommend
Reagin Taylor McNeill’s Knot Theory and the Alexander Polynomial:

http://home.wlu.edu/~dennee/ugradresearch/TMcNeillthesis.pdf.

It has lots of explicit examples and discussion and also careful definitions of Fox calculus and
the construction of Alexander polynomials from infinite cyclic covers. It’s only an undergrad-
uate thesis, but it’s very nicely done.

http://home.wlu.edu/~dennee/ugradresearch/TMcNeillthesis.pdf
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Lecture 12: Equivalence of Skein and π1 Alexander Polynomials

I. Kauffman States. See Section 1.1 of

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.06559.pdf

for a complete definition and discussion of Kauffman States and the Kauffman-sum computa-
tion of the Alexander polynomial. The Alexander grading is the exponent assigned to t. The
Maslov grading determines the sign.

II. Contributions of crossings to the Alexander polynomial. Each Kauffman state
state corresponds to a nonzero summand of the determinant of the Dehn presentation Alexan-
der matrix, as a signed sum over permutations of products of matrix entries.

Lecture notes for this part involved a lot of matrices and figures for an example computation.
Hopefully those will suffice for now?

III. Equivalence of Alexander polynomial definitions. The correspondence between
determinant summands and Kauffman states shows that the Kauffman state sum equals the
Alexander polynomial as defined in terms of the fundamental group of the knot exterior.

On the other hand, we shall show as an example sheet exercise that Kauffman state sums
satisfy the Alexander Skein relations.

Thus, up to normalization, the two definitions are equivalent.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.06559.pdf
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Lecture 13: Fibered knots: Alexander Polynomial as Characteristic
Polynomial of monodromy

0. Finishing Lecture 12.
Most of Lecture 13 was devoted to finishing the material from Lecture 12, but for better

organization I’ve moved this discussion to the notes on Lecture 12.

I. Fibered knots and Seifert surface fibers.

Definition (fibered knot). A knot K ⊂ M is called fibered if its exterior is fibered. If no
ambient manifold is specified, then a fibered knot usually refers to a knot in S3 with fibered
exterior.

Definition (Seifert surface, special case). Let K ⊂ S3 be a knot with exterior XK . A Seifert
surface for K is any properly embedded surface (Σ, ∂Σ)↪→(XK , ∂XK).

Note: as we shall discuss in further depth in Lecture 14, the fact that ∂Σ is nullhomologous
in XK implies that [∂Σ] ∈ ker [ι∗ : H1(∂XK) → H1(XK)]. This homology class [∂Σ] ∈
H1(∂XK) is called a Seifert longitude.

Definition (minimal genus Seifert surface). A minimal genus Seifert surface is a Seifert
surface of minimal genus among all Seifert surfaces of a knot.

As we shall discuss in our unit on taut foliations, it is a theorem of Gabai that all minimal
genus Seifert surfaces are essential. He also proved the following.

Theorem. If K ⊂ S3, with exterior XK , is fibered, then XK is the mapping torus

XK
∼= Mφ, φ : Σ→ Σ,

where Σ is a minimal-genus Seifert surface for K.
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II. Fibration Monodromy, and Alexander Polynomials.

Theorem. Suppose K ⊂ S3 is fibered, with exterior XK given by the mapping torus XK
∼= Mφ

of some monodromy homeomorphism φ : Σ → Σ of a minimal genus Seifert surface for K.
Then the Alexander polynomial ∆(XK) coincides with the characteristic polynomial

∆(XK) = det(φ∗ − t · id)

of the homomorphism φ∗ : H1(Σ)→ H1(Σ) induced on first homology by φ.

Proof. An oriented 3-manifold M fibers over S1 (with fiber Σ if and only if its infinite cyclic

cover is M̃ → M splits as a product M̃ ∼= Σ × R. In particular, M̃ is homotopy equivalent

to Σ, implying, for example, that H1(M̃) ' H1(Σ). Moreover, if τ : M̃ → M̃ denotes the

generator of deck transformations, then the homotopy equivalence of M̃ and Σ carries τ to

the monodromy φ : Σ→ Σ of the mapping torus Mφ
∼= M̃ realizing M̃ .

Let t denote the image in Z[H1(M̃)] of the generator of H1(M̃) whose sign is compatible
with our choice of generator τ of the group of deck transformations. Choose some basis

e1, . . . , e2g for H1(M̃) ' H1(Σ). Then as a Z[t−1, t] module, each ei satisfies φ∗ei = tei. Thus,

H1(M̃) has presentation

H1(M̃) ' 〈e1, . . . , e2g|φ∗e1 = te1, . . . , φ∗e2g = te2g〉
as a Z[t−1, t]-module, or in other words,

H1(M̃) ' Z[t−1, t1]/(φ∗ − t · id).

This means that (φ∗ − t · id) plays the role of a presentation matrix for H1(M̃) as a torsion
Z[t−1, t]-module, just like an Alexander matrix does.

The order of a torsion module is independent of the choice of presentation matrix, so the
theorem is proved. �
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Lecture 14: Dehn Surgery –
meridians, longitudes, Seifert surfaces, and genus

I. Dehn filling.

A. Toroidal Union.
Recall from our study of mapping class groups in Lecture 5 that the isotopy type of

an orientation-preserving surface homeomorphism is completely determined by its induced
orientation-preserving automorphism of π1 of the surface, which in the case of a torus is

MCG(T2) ' Out+(π1(T2)) ' Aut+(π1(T2)) ' Aut+(H1(T2)) ' Aut+(Z⊕ Z) ' SL(2,Z)

The same holds for orientation-reversing homeomorphisms. Thus, for arbitrary compact ori-
ented 3-manifolds M,M ′ with torus boundary ∂M ∼= ∂M ′ ∼= T2, the homeomorphism type of
a union M ∪ϕM ′ with gluing homeomorphism ϕ : ∂M → −∂M ′ depends on the precise value
of the induced isomorphism [ϕ∗ : H1(∂M)→ H1(∂M ′)] ∈ SL(2,Z).

B. Unions with Solid Tori.
When M ′ is a solid torus M ′ = S1×D2, however, there is a normal subgroup of SL(2,Z) '

Aut+(H1(∂(S1 × D2)) containing torus automorphisms which extend to homeomorphisms
of the entire solid torus S1 × D2, with the consequence that the union M ∪ϕ (S1 × D2) is
completely determined by the image of ϕ∗ in the quotient of SL(2,Z) by this subgroup. More
explicitly, we have the following result.

Proposition. The homeomorphism type of M ∪ϕ (S1 × D2) is uniquely determined by the
value of ϕ−1

∗ (µ) ∈ H1(∂(S1 ×D2)), for µ = [∂(s0 ×D2)] ∈ H1(∂(S1 ×D2)), s0 ∈ S1.

Proof. (Left as an informal exercise instead of being stated in lecture. Not examinable.) Let
τµ : ∂(S1 ×D2)→ ∂(S1 ×D2) be the Dehn twist along the boundary ∂(s0 ×D2) (of class µ)
of the compressing disk s0 ×D2 ⊂ S1 ×D2. We claim that τµ extends to a homeomorphism
τµ : S1 ×D2 → S1 ×D2 with τµ|∂(S1×D2) = τµ. For example, one can establish this fact by

parametrizing S1 ×D2 with polar coordinates (θS1 ; r, θD2) ∈ [0, 2π] × ([0, 1] × [0, 2π]), with
{θS1 = 2π} ∼ {θS1 = 0} 7→ s0 ∈ S1, and then defining τµ to be the map given by

τµ : (θS1 ; r, θD2) 7→ (θS1 + θD2 ; r, θD2).

As a continuous map with continuous inverse, τµ is a homeomorphism of (s0×D2) ⊂ S1×D2,
and its restriction τµ|r=1 performs the Dehn twist τµ of ∂(S1 × D2) along the boundary
∂(s0 ×D2) of the compressing disk s0 ×D2 of S1 ×D2.

In particular, if we set λ := [S1 × d0] ∈ H1(∂(S1 ×D2)) for some d0 ∈ ∂D2, then for any
homeomorphism τ : ∂(S1×D2)→ ∂(S1×D2) inducing the isomorphism τ∗ : (µ, λ) 7→ (µ, µ+λ)
on H1(∂(S1 ×D2)), we have

M ∪ϕ (S1 ×D2) ∼= M1 ∪τ◦ϕ (S1 ×D2).

Thus M ∪ϕ (S1 × D2) only depends on ϕ∗ modulo the action of the subgroup of SL(2,Z)
generated by τ∗. These equivalence classes of gluing maps are uniquely determined by the
value of ϕ−1

∗ (µ) ∈ H1(∂M). �

Definition (Dehn filling). If M is a manifold with torus boundary ∂M ∼= T2 and α ∈ H1(∂M)
is a primitive first homology class, then the Dehn filling of M of slope α is the 3-manifold

M(α) := M ∪ϕ (S1 ×D2), ϕ∗(α) = [∂(s0 ×D2)].

Definition (knot core). Any Dehn filling M(α) has a distinguished knot K ⊂ M(α) called
the knot core of the Dehn filling, given by

K := [core(S1 ×D2) ↪→M(α)] ∼= [(S1 × p0) ↪→M ∪ϕ (S1 ×D2)]

for a point p0 ∈
◦
D2 and for ϕ as above. We then have [(S1×D2) ↪→M(α)] ∼= [ν(K) ↪→M(α)].
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II. Dehn Surgery. Let Y be a connected, oriented 3-manifold.

A. Meridians.

Definition (meridian). The meridian µ of a knot K ⊂ Y is the boundary of a compressing
disk of ν(K). That is, µ ∼= ∂(s0 ×D2) for S1 ×D2 ∼= ν(K) with s0 ∈ S1.

A meridian is usually considered with respect to its embedding in either Y \ν(K) or ∂ν(K).
There are serveral notions of meridian.

• homotopy-theoretic meridian – any element of π1(Y \K,x0) with a representative of the
form γµγ−1, where γ is a path from x0 to a some basepoint y0 ∈ ∂ν(K), and µ is a primitive
y0-based path along the boundary of a compressing disk through y0 of ν(K).

• homological meridian – the homology class [∂D2] ∈ H1(∂(Y \ ν(K))) for D2↪→ν(K) a

compressing disk of of ν(K). Equivalently, a homological meridian is the image of a homotopy-
theoretic meridian under the Hurewicz abelianization map.

• meridian curve – For M with torus boundary ∂M = T2, there is a bijection,

{elements of H1(∂M)} ↔ {oriented embedded closed curves in ∂M} /homotopy

A meridian curve is an oriented curve representing a homological meridian under this bijection.

Homotopy-theoretic meridians are unique up to conjugation and multiplcative inverse; Ho-
mological meridians are unique up to sign (additive inverse); and meridian curves are unique
up to choice of orientation. It is conventional simply to use the term meridian, and let context
dictate which type of meridian is meant.

B. Longitudes and Surgery Bases.

For the following, let K ⊂ Y be a knot with exterior XK := Y \ ◦ν(K).

Definition (surgery longitude). Given a choice of orientation on ∂XK and a (homological)
meridian µ ∈ H1(∂XK) for K, a surgery longitude for K ⊂ Y is a homology class λ ∈
H1(∂XK) satisfying µ · λ = 1. Surgery longitudes are unique up to the action λ 7→ λ+ µ.

Definition (surgery basis). A surgery basis for K is a choice

(µ, λ) = (homological meridian, surgical longitude) ∈ H1(∂XK)2.

In the context of surgery, one just calls such µ and λ the meridian and longitude of K.

C. Dehn Surgery.

Definition (Dehn surgery). For α ∈ H1(∂XK), the Dehn surgery of slope α along K ⊂ Y is
the Dehn filling XK(α).

If K ⊂ S3 is a knot in S3, then we sometimes alternatively write S3
K(α) for the surgery of

slope α along K. Another common notation you might see for this is S3
α(K).
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III. Seifert Surfaces and Rational Longitudes. ***
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Lecture 15: Integer surgery and Branched double covers

I. 3-manifolds from Dehn surgery.

Definition (integer Dehn surgery). A Dehn surgery on a link L ⊂ S3 is called an integer
surgery if, the surgery slope on each component is an integer, for slopes corresponding to the
standard surgery bases for links in S3.

Theorem (3-manifolds from Dehn surgery). Any connected closed oriented 3-manifold can
be obtained from a series of integer surgeries.

Proof. *** This took about half the lecture, but I still need to make figures for this one. �
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II. Branched covers — Non Examinable!

Definition (branched cover). A map f : X̃ → X is called a branched cover branched along B
if B ⊂ X is a codimension-2 submanifold such that f restricts to a regular covering map

f |
X̃\B̃ : (X̃ \ B̃) → (X \ B) over the complement of B ⊂ X (for B̃ := f−1(B) ⊂ X̃), but f

restricts to a homeomorphism f |
B̃

: B̃ → B over B ⊂ X.

Definition (branch locus). In the above definition, B ⊂ X is called the branch locus of f .

Definition (branched k-fold (or cyclic) cover). A branched cover f : X̃ → X branched along
B ⊂ X is called k-fold or cyclic if the deck transformation group of the corresponding regular

cover f |
X̃\B̃ : (X̃ \ B̃)→ (X \B) is respectivley k-fold or cyclic.

Definition (branched cover of a knot or link). If L ⊂ S3 is a link, then we call the cyclic
k-fold branched cover of S3 branched along the link L ⊂ S3 the branched cyclic k-fold cover
of L. When k = 2, we call this the branched double cover of L.

III. Branched double covers of n-bridge knots.
Branched double covers of knots or links are easiest to describe if one first puts the link

into bridge position, which means it takes the form of an n-bridge knot (or link) for some n.

Definition (n-bridge knot). An n-bridge knot is a knot (or link, if of multiple components)
formed from a 2n-strand braid, with the (2j − 1)st and (2j)th strands joined together at the
top and bottom of the braid, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (See figure on left.)

Definition (2-bridge knot). An 2-bridge knot with parameters (a1, . . . ak) is a 2-bridge knot
which alternates between a2j−1 positive half-twists between the 2nd and 3rd strand, and a2j

negative half-twists between the 1st and 2nd strand. (See figure on right.) In an arbitrary 2-
bridge knot, one can always unwind either the very rightmost or very leftmost strands. Thus,
if one allows the ai to be either positive or negative, then any isotopy class of 2-bridge knot
can be parameterised by some k-tuple (a1, . . . , ak), for some k.
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IV. Construction of branched double cover of 2-bridge knots — Non Examinable.
In Lecture 17 I presented a dictionary of figures, translating each type of horizontal slice of

n-bridge diagram into the corresponding horizontal slice of branched double cover. The fol-
lowing descriptions work better with figures. However, since I have decided to make branched
double covers non-examinable, I think I’ll allow you to rely on the figures copied down from
the board during Lecture 17.

Let B = K ⊂ S3 denote the branch locus, given by the n-bridge knot K ⊂ S3

A horizontal S2 slice of S3 (perpandicular to the knot diagram), satisfying B ∩ S2 =
{2n points x1, . . . , x2n}, has a genus (n − 1) branched double cover Σn−1. A natural set
of generators for the first homology of this Σn−1 is given by closed curves λi, µi, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, respectively corresponding to branched double covers of arcs γ2i, γ2i+1, where
γk is the shortest arc between xk and xk+1, with the kth and (k + 1)st branch points. These
λ1, . . . , λn and µ1, . . . , µn satisfy the relations

∑n
i=1 λi =

∑n
i=1 µi = 0,

Taking a collared neighborhood of S2× I of such a horizontal S2 slice has branched double
cover given by a collared neighborhood of the branched double cover, producing Σn−1 × I.

When two vertical strands in the knot diagram meet to form a cup or cap, this corresponds
to attaching a 2-handle along the closed curve that was the branched double cover of an arc
(such as γi) joining the two vertical strands without its interior intersecting them.

A half-twist between the 2ith and 2i+ 1st strand corresponds to a cobordism associated to
performing a Dehn twist on Σn−1 by λi, and a similar statement holds for µi.
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Lecture 16: Seifert fibrations from rational surgery

I. Seifert fibered spaces.

Definition (Seifert fibered space). A Seifert fibered space M over a compact surface Σ is the
result of Dehn surgery along some collection of S1 fibers in the trivial S1-fibration over Σ,

M ∼=
(
S1 ×

(
Σ \

∐n
i=1

◦
D2
i

))
∪ϕ

∐n
i=1

(
S1
i ×D2

i

)
,

with the gluing map ϕ specified by ‘Seifert data’ slopes ( β1α1
, . . . , βnαn ), as described in detail in

the Σ = S2 case below.

II. Seifert fibered spaces over S2.
For a Seifert fibered space M :∼= MS2( β1α1

, . . . , βnαn ), over S2, let

Y :∼= S1 ×
(
S2 \

∐n
i=1

◦
D2
i

)
, ∂Y ∼=

∐n
i=1∂iY,

be the trivial S1-fibration—with specified global section (S2 \
∐n
i=1

◦
D2
i )—over an n-times

punctured S2, or equivalently let Y be the exterior in S1×S2 of n regular fibers, each of class

f = [S1 × {pt}] ∈ H1(Y ).

We then define boundary homology classes for either side of the above union ∪ϕ as follows.

• −h̃i = meridian of ith regular fiber before it was removed:

−h̃i := [{pt} × ∂
◦
D2
i ] ∈ H1(∂iY ).

• f̃i = longitude of ith regular fiber before it was removed:

f̃i ∈ H1(∂iY ) such that −h̃ · f̃i = 1.

• µi = meridian of ith exceptional fiber:

µi := ϕ−1
i∗ [{pti} × ∂D2

i ] ∈ H1(∂iY ), µi = βif̃i − αih̃i.
• λi = longitude of ith exceptional fiber:

λi ∈ ϕ−1
i∗ (H1(∂(S1

i ×D2
i ))) = H1(∂iY ) such that µi · λi = 1.

Here, ϕi∗ : H1(∂iY ) → H1(∂(S1
i ×D2

i )) is the orientation-reversing isomorphism induced on
first homology by the gluing map ϕi : ∂iY → −∂(S1

i ×D2
i ).

As is conventional for surgery, we express surgery slopes in terms of our bases for the
original fibers, (the regular fibers). That is, we say that a homology class

bif̃i − aih̃i ∈ H1(∂iY ;Z) has Seifert slope
bi
ai
∈ Q ∪{∞}.

Thus, the Seifert fibered space M := MS2( β1α1
, . . . , βnαn ) is given by the Dehn filling of Y along

the Seifert slopes β1
α1
, . . . , βnαn . We lastly fix the notation

ιi : ∂iY ↪→M, ιi∗ : H1(∂iY ;Z)→ H1(MS2( β1α1
, . . . , βnαn );Z)

for the homomorphisms induced by inclusion, and the notation

MS2( β1α1
, . . . , βnαn , ∗) := M \ ◦ν(fn+1)

for the exterior of a regular fiber fn+1 = f ⊂M . (All regular fibers in M are isotopic.)

Since
∑n

i=1hi = 0 in H1(Y ), we conclude that M :=MS2( β1α1
, . . . , βnαn ) has H1 presentation

H1(M) ' 〈h1, . . . , hn, f |
∑n

i=1hi = 0, ι1∗(µ1) = · · · = ιn∗(µn) = 0〉 ,

hi := ιi∗(h̃i), f := ιi∗(f̃i), µi := βif̃i − αih̃i (⇒ ιi∗(µi) = βif − αjhi).
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III. Torus knots.

Definition (Solid-torus torus knot). Regarding S1 × D2 as the exterior of the unknot, let
µ, λ ∈ H1(∂(S1 ×D2)) be the conventional surgery basis for this knot exterior. (Thus, in this
case, µ = [S1× d0], λ = [∂(s0×D2)] ∈ H1(∂(S1×D2)) for some points s0 ∈ S1, d0 ∈ D2, the
choice of which does not effect the resulting homology class.

Then the solid-torus (p, q) torus knot is an embedded closed curve Tp,q ⊂ ∂(S1 × D2) ⊂
S1 ×D2 of homology class [Tp,q] = pµ+ qλ ∈ H1(∂(S1 ×D2)).

Definition (torus knot). The (p, q) torus knot is the induced embedding Tp,q ⊂ S1×D2 ⊂ S3

in S3, for Tp,q ⊂ S1 ×D2 the (p, q) solid-torus torus knot.

Proposition. Suppose p, q ∈ Z with gcd(p, q) = 1. Then for any p∗, q∗ ∈ Z with pp∗−qq∗ = 1,

the Seifert fibered space M := M(g = 0; p
∗

q ,
−q∗
p ) is homeomorphic to S3, and then the exterior

of the regular fiber f in M is homeomorphic to the exterior of the (p, q) torus knot,

M(g = 0; p
∗

q ,
−q∗
p ) \ ◦ν(f) ∼= S3 \ ◦ν(Tp,q).

Proof. *** Still need to tex this. �
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Lecture 17: Splice Maps and Knot Connected Sum

0. One more attempt at drawing double branched covers of 2-bridge knots.
See notes for Lecture 15, keeping in mind that I have decided to make branched double

covers non-examinable.

I. 3-manifold decompositions, summary.

II. Reformulating JSJ decompositions as splice diagrams.

Definition (splice). Let K1 ⊂M1 and K2 ⊂M2 be knots in closed 3-manifolds, and for each

i ∈ {1, 2}, let M̂i := Mi \
◦
ν(Ki) denote the exterior of Ki in Mi and let µi, λi ∈ H1(∂M̂i) be

a conventional surgery basis for this exterior.
The splice of M1 and M2 along K1 and K2 is the union

M̂1 ∪ϕ M̂2, ϕ : ∂M̂1 → −∂M̂2

such that ϕ∗(µ1) = λ2 and ϕ∗(λ1) = µ2, for ϕ∗ : H1(∂M̂1) → H1(∂M̂2). Such ϕ is called a
splice map, or is sometimes itself called a splice.

III. Connected sum of knots. *** Latex for this postponed until I research how to typeset
the long exact sequences I need for the Meier Vietoris sequence used here. I’ll try to get this
done before the exam-revision examples class.

Ran out time to add this, but connected sums of knots will not be on the exam.
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Lecture 18: Satellites

0. Connected sum of knots. Here I gave a more formal description of the connected sum
construction I described in Lecture 17. See Lecture 17 notes (***still under construction***)
for this part.

I. Satellites.

0. Last time: Splice Maps.

Recall the definition of a splice.

Definition (splice). Let K1 ⊂M1 and K2 ⊂M2 be knots in closed 3-manifolds, and for each

i ∈ {1, 2}, let M̂i := Mi \
◦
ν(Ki) denote the exterior of Ki in Mi and let µi, λi ∈ H1(∂M̂i) be

a conventional surgery basis for this exterior.
The splice of M1 and M2 along K1 and K2 is the union

M̂1 ∪ϕ M̂2, ϕ : ∂M̂1 → −∂M̂2

such that ϕ∗(µ1) = λ2 and ϕ∗(λ1) = µ2, for ϕ∗ : H1(∂M̂1) → H1(∂M̂2). Such ϕ is called a
splice map, or is sometimes itself called a splice.

Problem: This produces a closed manifold. Where is the new knot? Have to specify some
third knot, say K3 ⊂ M1 or K3 ⊂ M2, so no longer have a binary operation. Need to make
one of the 3 knots canonical.

Leaves 2 options:
(1) Declare K3 to be a curve on the newly formed incompressible torus in X1∪ϕX2 This is

like a JSJ decomposition with a specified slope on the torus, which we sometimes do without
giving the construction a special name.

(2) Make either K1 ⊂M1 or K2 ⊂M2 be the unknot U ⊂ S3. This second choice is called
a satellite construction.

C. Satellites.

Definition (satellite). Suppose that Kc ⊂ M is a knot with exterior Xc := M \ ◦ν(Kc), and

that Kp ⊂ XU is a knot in the unknot exterior XU := S3 \ ◦ν(U). The satellite of Kc by Kp

is the knot
KKp

c := Kp ⊂ Xc ∪ϕ XU , ϕ : ∂Xc → −∂XU a splice map.

induced from the composition of the embeddings Kp↪→XU and XU ↪→Xc ∪ϕ XU .
In this construction, Kc ⊂ M is called the companion knot and Kp ⊂ XU is called the

pattern knot.

In other words, a satellite embeds the pattern knot into the tubular neighborhood of the
companion knot. One of the most common satellite examples is the cable.

Definition (cable of a knot). The (p, q) cable of a knot K ⊂ S3 is the knot K(p,q) ⊂ S3

induced from the embedding K(p,q) := Tp,q↪→ν(K) ⊂ S3 of the (p, q) solid-torus torus knot
Tp,q ⊂ S1 ×D2 into the solid-torus neighborhood of K in S3.
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Lecture 19: Turaev Torsion and the Alexander Polynomial of Unions

I. Turaev Torsion.
The Turaev torsion is closely related to the Alexander polynomial, but behaves more nat-

urally under gluing. This torsion is also sometimes called the Reidemeister-Turaev torsion,
since it is a special case of Reidemeister torsion τReid(C∗, b∗), which is an invariant, up to
chain homotopy, of an acyclic complex C∗, together with a specified basis, b∗.

Definition (acyclic complex). A complex is called acyclic if it is everywhere exact, or equiv-
alently, if all of its homology groups vanish.

The strategy (as reinterpreted by Milnor) of the Reidemeister torsion τReid(C∗, b∗) is to
compare the volume of the specified basis bi = (b1i , . . . , b

ri
i ), for ri = rankCi, to the volume of

a comparison basis ai = (a1
i , . . . , a

ri
i ) chosen in a certain natural way. The construction

τReid(C∗, b∗) =

n∏
i=1

[det(bi)/ det(ai)]
(−1)i =

∏
i even[det(bi)/det(ai)]∏
j odd[det(bj)/det(aj)]

of the Reidemeister torsion as an alternating product of volume ratios then serves to cancel
out any volume-ratio changes due permissible change of comparison basis. The expressions
(bi) and (ai) should be interpreted as ri × ri matrices written with respect to some arbitrary
fixed basis of Ci. Since determinant is a group homomorphism, the ratio det(bi)/ det(ai) is
independent of this choice of third basis. In particular, if we take ai for this third basis, then

[det(bi)/ det(ai)] = detBi/ det id = detBi, for Bi satisfying bki =
n∑
j=1

Bjk
i a

j
i .

The prescription we shall describe for choosing a comparison basis ai is motivated by the
following observation.

Proposition. Let (C∗, d) be a bounded (i.e., Ci = 0 for i < 0 or i > n), acyclic complex of
R-modules,

· · ·Ci+1
di+1−→ Ci

di−→ Ci−1
di−1−→ · · ·

for R satisfying ********, and let each Zi := ker di ⊂ Ci denote the subgroup of cycles.

Then the induced homomorphism Ci/Zi
di−→ Zi−1 is an isomorphism for each i.

Proof. We first note that the induced homomorphism is well-defined and surjective, since

im[Ci/Zi
di−→ Zi−1] = im[Ci

di−→ Zi−1] = ker[Ci−1
di−1−→ Ci−2] =: Zi−1,

with the second equality following from the acyclicity of C∗.

The homomorphism is also injective, since for any homomorphism A
f−→ B, the induced

homomorphism (A/kerf)
f−→ B is injective. �

II. Alexander Polynomial of Unions.
******************
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III. References.
The standard short reference on this subject is Turaev’s paper
https://www.intlpress.com/site/pub/files/_fulltext/journals/mrl/1997/0004/0005/

MRL-1997-0004-0005-a006.pdf

Turaev also has a more accessible book, Introduction to Combinatorial Torsions, part of
which can be found in Google Books.

One can also refer to https://www3.nd.edu/~lnicolae/Torsion.pdf for definitions and
results.

https://www.intlpress.com/site/pub/files/_fulltext/journals/mrl/1997/0004/0005/MRL-1997-0004-0005-a006.pdf
https://www.intlpress.com/site/pub/files/_fulltext/journals/mrl/1997/0004/0005/MRL-1997-0004-0005-a006.pdf
https://www3.nd.edu/~lnicolae/Torsion.pdf
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Lecture 20: Foliations

I. Foliations: Motivation and Definition.

A. Introduction and Motivation.
Foliations can be studied in arbitrary codimension k on manifolds of arbitrary dimension n.

In real (versus complex) geometry and topology, foliations are most often studied in codimen-
sion 1 or n−1.

For this course, our interest lies mainly in codimension-1 foliations on 3-manifolds. Every
3-manifold admits codimension-1 foliations, but when we impose an extra rigidity condition,
called tautness, this is no longer the case.

Taut foliations are fundamental topological structures in the study of 3-manifolds. Like
knots, they are only minimally captured by (ordinary) homology. Unlike knots, since taut
foliations are of dimension 2 instead of 1, their relationship with the fundamental group is
still poorly understood. This is true even though the fundamental group completely charac-
terises any JSJ-reduced, non-lens-space, oriented 3-manifold. Thus, at least in principle, all
information about taut foliations is somehow captured by the fundamental group.

Taut foliations have implications for contact structures (which generalise boundary condi-
tions for symplectic structures), real dynamics, quasigeodesic and pseudo-Anosov flows, the
Thurston norm, taut sutured decompositions of manifolds (another type of decomposition
into topologically-basic pieces), representations of the fundamental group, and gauge theo-
retic invariants. In some cases, the relationship of taut foliations with one of these other fields
is only partly, or perhaps only minimally, understood, and is an area of active research.

B. Foliations as a form of manifold decomposition.
One of the major themes of this course has been methods of decomposing 3-manifolds. For

example, we have have encountered:

1. Decomposition along simple essential surfaces (spheres or tori) with simple gluing
maps, into hyperbolic or Seifert fibered pieces:

– Connected sums (decomposition along essential S2s),
– JSJ decomposition (decomposition along essential T2s).

2. Decomposition into topologically basic pieces, but with more complicated gluing maps:
– Handle decompositions/cell decompositions,
– Heegaard splittings.

A foliation is yet another type of manifold decomposition, but this time into a family of
manifolds called leaves, which are all of the same codimension.

For example, a fiber bundle π : E → B over a base B of dimension k is a codimension k
foliation. In this case, all of the leaves of this foliation are homeomorphic to the same manifold,
namely, the fiber F ∼= π−1(b), b ∈ B. Foliations are more general than fiber bundles, however.
In a fiber bundle, the neighborhood of a fiber is a trivial fibration, whereas in a foliation, the
neighborhood of a point is a trivial fibration. We now make this idea more precise.
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C. Definitions.

Definition (product foliation). A codimension-k product foliation F on a manifold X is a
trivial fiber bundle structure π : X → B over a base B of dimension k. The leaves of F are
the fibers π−1(b) ∼= F , b ∈ B, and we sometimes call F the “foliation by F .” We then have

F =
∐
b∈B

F.

A choice of global section σ : B↪→X, π ◦ σ = id, for π : X → B realises a homeomorphism
X ∼= F ×B.

Remark 1. Just as we often, by mild abuse of notation, write X ∼= F ×B to denote a trivial
F -fibration over B, with the understanding that this homeomorphism depends on a choice of
global section, we also sometimes write F = F ×B to denote the product foliation of X by F

Remark 2. Since any manifold X satisfies X ∼= X × {pt}, any manifold X admits the
codimension-0 product foliation given by a foliation of X by points. However, since most
manifolds do not admit a product decomposition X ∼= B × F for dimB > 0, most manifolds
do not admit a codimension-k product decomposition for k > 0.

Definition. A codimension-k foliation F on a manifold X of dimension n is a globally com-
patible decomposition of X into codimension-k submanifolds, specified by charts (on neighbor-
hoods of points) equipped with codimension-k product foliations respected by gluing maps.

That is, for some covering {Uα ⊂ X}α∈A of X ∼=
⋃
α∈A Uα, we have charts

ϕα : Uα −→
∐
x∈Rk

Rn−k ∼= Rk × Rn−k,

with transition functions

ϕαβ := ϕα|Uα∩Uβ ◦ ϕβ|
−1
Uα∩Uβ : Rk × Rn−k −→ Rk × Rn−k

which work like Rn−k-bundle transition functions, but for Rn−k as a manifold, not as a vector
space.

That is, the transition function ϕαβ decomposes as ϕαβ(x) = (ϕkαβ(π(x)), (φαβ(x))(y)),

for ϕkαβ : Rk → Rk and φαβ : Rk → Homeo(Rn−k), where Homeo(Rn−k) is the group

of homeomorphisms of Rn−k. We call F a co-oriented foliation if we always have φαβ :

Rk → Homeo+(Rn−k), where Homeo+(Rn−k) is the group of orientation-preserving homeo-
morphisms of Rn−k.

II. Foliation Examples.
Read the wikipedia article’s collection of examples:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foliation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foliation
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III. Taut foliations.

Definition (transversal). Let F be a codimension-1 foliation on a compact oriented manifold
X with closed or toroidal boundary. For any p ∈ X, let Lp denote the leaf of F intersecting
p.

A transversal to F is an embedded arc with open endpoints, a properly-embedded compact
arc, or an embedded closed curve τ ⊂ X which intersects F transversely. That is, for every
p ∈ intτ ⊂ X, we have Tpτ 6⊂ TpLp.

A transversal to F which is also a closed curve is called a closed transversal.

A. Definition.

Definition (taut foliation). Let X be a closed oriented manifold of dimension n. A codimen-
sion-1 foliation F on X is a taut foliation if there is a closed transversal to F through each
point p ∈ X.

There is also a notion of taut foliation for compact oriented manifolds with toroidal bound-
ary, for which we demand a closed transversal at every point p ∈ int(X), and demand that
the foliation meet the boundary transversely.

B. Examples of taut foliations on 3-dimensional manifolds.

Proposition (fibered manifold). Let M be a compact oriented fibered manifold π : M → S1

with fiber Σ, and let F be the codimension-1 foliation on M whose leaves are given by the
fibers π−1(s) ∼= Σ, s ∈ S1. Then F is a taut foliation.

Proof. For any p ∈ M , there is a homeomorphism ψ : M → Mφ of M with the mapping
torus Mφ

∼= (Σ × [0, 1])/((x, 1) ∼ (φ(x), 0)) of some basepoint-preserving homeomorphism
φ : (Σ, x) → (Σ, x) such that ψ(p) = (x, 0). The embedding s : {x} × S1 ↪→ M then gives a
global section of the fibration π : M → S1, and this global section s is a closed transversal to
F through (x, t) for any t ∈ I. In particular, it is a closed transversal to F through p.

When M ∼= Mφ has boundary, its boundary components arise from orbits of the boundary
components {∂iΣ}mi=1 of Σ under φ. That is, the monodromy φ fixes each boundary component
setwise, up to overall permutation, say, σ ∈ Sm of the boundary components of Σ. The
boundary components of M then take the form

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

When Σ has boundary, we demand that φ fix these boundary components ∂iΣ up to per-
mutation.
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but in either case they give rise to toroidal boundary components of M , and the leaves of
F meet these toroidal boundary components transversely.

�

Note: Later, when we define what it means for a foliation to be smooth, we will be able to
state the result that for a smooth codimension-1 foliation F on M , the foliation F is taut if
and only if there is some closed transversal intersecting every leaf of F at least once.

IV. Reebless foliations.

Definition (Reeb foliation). The Reeb foliation FReeb of the solid torus S1×D2 is a foliation
of the solid torus described in the above cited wikipedia article. (The below figure is from there
as well.) The boundary of the solid torus is also a leaf of the foliation.

(Figure by Ilya Voyager, via wikicommons.)

Definition (Reeb component). A Reeb component of a codimension-1 foliation F on M is
a restriction F|S1×D2 = FReeb of F to some embedded solid torus S1 ×D2 ⊂M .

Definition (Reebless). A codimension-1 foliation F on M is Reebless if it has no Reeb
components.

Reeb components are an obstruction to tautness, because a transversal spirals into the
Reeb component but then gets stuck and cannot get out.

Reeblessness does not guarantee tautness unless M is atoroidal.

Theorem. If M is closed and atoroidal, then a Reebless foliation on M is taut.
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Lecture 21: (by Henry Wilton) Hyperbolic 3-manifolds and Mostow Rigidity

(Not Examinable)
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Lecture 22: (by Jake Rasmussen) The Thurston Norm

Curtis McMullen’s The Alexander polynomial of a 3-manifold and the Thurston norm on
cohomology

http://www.math.harvard.edu/~ctm/papers/home/text/papers/alex/alex.pdf

might be a useful reference.

http://www.math.harvard.edu/~ctm/papers/home/text/papers/alex/alex.pdf
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Lecture 23: Review of Lectures 20 and 22; Orbifolds.

I. Review of Lecture 20.

• Theorem and proof that a fibered manifold is a foliation by fibers, and this foliation is taut.

• Theorem that a (not necessarily taut) foliation is C2 if and only if its tangent 2-plane field
can be realized as the kernel of a one-form C2 α satisfying α ∧ α = 0. We only justified the
converse direction of this theorem, that if a 2-plane field ξ ∈ Γ(TM

∧
TM) is the kernel of

α for α ∧ α = 0, then ξ is integrable.

II. Review of Lecture 22.

• Definition of Thurston Norm.

• Result not mentioned by Jake:

Theorem (Gabai). Suppose M is irreducible and has empty or toroidal boundary. Then for
each primitive class α ∈ H2(M), there is a taut foliation on M containing a genus-minimizing
representative of α as a closed leaf.

III. Orbifolds and Orbifold Euler Characteristic. There are various notions of orbifold,
in various different categories, with some more general than others. For our own purposes,
we shall use the following definition.

Definition (orbifold). A (2-dimensional) orbifold Σ is characterised by an “underlying” 2-
dimensional manifold |Σ|, together with a collection of isolated singular points s1, . . . , sn ∈ Σ,
of respective orders d1, . . . , dn, satisfying the following conditions:

• Σ \ {s1, . . . , sn} ∼= |Σ| \ {s1, . . . , sn} is a 2-manifold,
• Each sk ∈ Σ has a neighborhood Uk ⊂ Σ centered at sk such that (Uk, sk) ∼= (C/(Z/k), 0),

with respect to the Z/k action z 7→ ξkz for ξk a primitive root of unity.

Definition (primitive orbifold cover). The orbifold (C/(Z/k), 0) has a canonical, but non-
regular, cover (C, 0)→ (C/(Z/k), 0), z 7→ zk which we call its primitive k-fold orbifold cover
centered at 0, or just its orbifold cover if the context is clear. The primitive orbifold cover

centered at sk of Σ is a map Σ̃→ Σ which is a regular covering map over every smooth point
of Σ, but forms a commutative square with the primitive k-fold orbifold cover centered at 0
over some neighborhood centered at sk ∈ Σ

Definition (smooth orbifold cover). The smooth orbifold cover π : Σ̃ → Σ is a smooth,

d :=
∏n
i=1 di–fold, non-regular cover Σ̃→ Σ which is locally the regular d-fold cover over any

smooth point of Σ, but is locally the d/di-fold regular cover of the di-fold primitive orbifold
cover centered at si over some neighborhood centered at any singular point si ∈ Σ.

Such orbifold covers allow one to provide more rigorous treatments of orbifolds both algebro-
geometrically and complex-analytically. There is also a more rigorous topological description
in terms of classifying spaces. For our present purposes, however, only a very basic under-
standing of orbifolds will be necessary.

Definition (orbifold Euler characteristic). Suppose Σ is an orbifold with singular points

s1, . . . , sn of respective orders d1, . . . , dn, with product d :=
∏n
i=1 di, and let Σ̃ → Σ be its

smooth orbifold cover. The orbifold Euler characteristic χorb(Σ) of Σ is given by

χorb(Σ) = χ(Σ̃)/d

= χ(Σ \ {s1, . . . , sn}) +
∑n

i=1
1
di

= χ(Σ)− n+
∑n

i=1
1
di
.
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III. Euler characteristic, curvature, and geometrization. With luck, you will already
have seen the following classical result.

Theorem (Gauss-Bonnet). Suppose X is a compact oriented 2-dimensional manifold with
boundary ∂X, equipped with a Riemannian metric of Gaussian curvature K, and with bound-
ary curvature k (given by the contraction of K with the normal vector at the boundary). Then∫

X
KdA+

∫
∂X

kds = 2πχ(X).

An analogous statement is true for orbifold Euler characteristic. As a consequence, we
call the closed orbifold base Σ of a Seifert fibered space M hyperbolic if χmathrmorb(Σ) < 0,
Euclidean if χmathrmorb(Σ) = 0, and positively curved if χmathrmorb(Σ) > 0

All Seifert fibered spaces over hyperbolic or Euclidean base orbifolds have infinite funda-
mental group.

Any Seifert fibered space M over a positively curved base orbifold has finite fundamental
group. In fact, M = S3/Γ for some finite subgroup Γ ∈ SO(4). Such subgroups have an ADE
type classification, characterized by the condition that Σ have 3 or fewer singular points, of
orders d1, d2, d3, such that 1

d1
+ 1

d2
+ 1

d3
< 1.

Thurston called such Seifert fibered spaces elliptic. Perelman showed that any closed ori-
ented 3-manifold with finite fundamental group is an elliptic Seifert fibered space.
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Lecture 24: Taut foliations on Seifert fibered spaces

I. Orbifold Fundamental Group. Suppose Σ is an orbifold with singular points s1, . . . , sn
of respective orders d1, . . . , dn. The orbifold fundamental group πorb

1 (Σ) is a certain extension

of π1(Σ̃) by homotopy classes of “orbifold loops.”
Since we have restricted to the case of 2-dimensional orbifolds with elliptic (quotients by

cyclic rotation action) singularities, it is probably easiest to define the orbifold fundamental
group in terms of a more constructive procedure.

Definition. Let Σ̂ := Σ\{s1, . . . , sn} denote the complement of singular points in Σ, fix a base-

point s0 ∈ Σ̂, and choose meridians µ1, . . . , µn in Σ̂ for the respective punctures by s1, . . . , sn.

Let 〈〈µd11 . . . , µdnn 〉〉 denote the normal subgroup in π1(Σ̂, s0) generated by µd11 . . . , µdnn . Then
the orbifold fundamental group πorb

1 (Σ) of Σ can be constructed as follows:

πorb
1 (Σ, s0) ∼= π1(Σ̂, s0)/〈〈µd11 . . . , µdnn 〉〉.

Up to conjugacy, this group is independent of the choices of meridians and basepoint.

In fact, we can make this construction even more explicit. First, recall that one can obtain
a closed genus-g surface Sg by taking a disk with 4g-sided polygon boundary and making
certain pairwise identifications of edges. For example, we could identify edges according to
the consecutive oriented edge labels

α1, β1, α
−1
1 , β−1

1 , . . . , αg, βg, α
−1
g , β−1

g .

This construction of Sg gives rise to the fundamental group presentation

π1(Sg) '
〈
α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg

∣∣ ∏g
i=1[αi, βi] = 1

〉
.

Thus, if the orbifold Σ is closed and of genus g, we have

π1(Σ̂) '
〈
α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg, µ1, . . . , µn

∣∣ (
∏n
k=1µk) (

∏g
i=1[αi, βi]) = 1

〉
,

and for the orbifold fundamental group of Σ, we have

πorb
1 (Σ) '

〈
α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg, µ1, . . . , µn

∣∣∣ (
∏n
k=1µk) (

∏g
i=1[αi, βi]) = 1, µd11 = · · · = µdnn = 1

〉
.

In particular, if Σ0 = Σ has genus 0, then

πorb
1 (Σ0) '

〈
µ1, . . . , µn

∣∣∣ ∏n
k=1µk = 1, µd11 = · · · = µdnn = 1

〉
.
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II. Fundamental Groups of Seifert Fibered Spaces.

A. Homotopy long exact sequence for fibrations. (Not examinable).

Definition (fibration). A map E → B is a fibration such that any map f : X → B, for any
toplogolical space X, satisfies the homotopy lifting property (see Lecture 0).

A fibration can be regarded as interpolating between the notions of fiber bundle and covering
space. Whereas a fiber bundle E → B with fiber F has homeomorphic fibers π−1(b1) ∼=
π−1(b2) ∼= F for any b1, b2 ∈ B, a fibration has homotopy equivalent preimages π−1(b1) and
π−1(b2) for any b1, b2 ∈ B, and this homotopy equivalence class of preimages is also sometimes
called the fiber. The homotopy lifting property enables us to consider the action of π1(B) on
E. In fact, a stronger statement is true.

Theorem (homotopy exact sequence). Suppose E → B is a fibration with fiber F , and that
B is connected and path connected. then the homotopy groups of B, E, and F satisfy a long
exact sequence of groups,

· · · → π2(F )→ π2(E)→ π2(B)→ π1(F )→ π1(E)→ π1(B)→ 1.

The above hypotheses can be considerably weakened. For example, only a weaker notion
of fibration called a “Serre fibration” is necessary.

While we shall not make use of the homotopy exact sequence in the exact form shown
above, it is good to have the above result in mind when considering the following analogous
result for orbifold fundamental groups in the context of Seifert fibered spaces.

B. Seifert fibered Fundamental Groups as central extensions.

Theorem (Eisenbud-Hirsch-Neumann). If M is a Seifert fibered space with orbifold base Σ,
then the class ϕ ∈ π1(M) of the S1 fiber is central in π1(M), and there is a short exact
sequence

1→ π1(ϕ)→ π1(M)→ πorb
1 (Σ)→ 1 (with π1(ϕ) ' Z).

Corollary. The fundamental groups of Seifert fibered spaces with orbifold base Σ are classified
by the central extensions by Z of πorb

1 (Σ). Thus, if Σ has more than 2 singular points, then
the actual Seifert fibered spaces over Σ are classified by central extensions by Z of πorb

1 (Σ).
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III. Transverse foliations.

A. Transverse foliations on bundles.
Notation. For F a connected, oriented manifold, we define

Homeo+F := Group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of F

Definition (transversely-foliated bundle). Suppose F has contractible universal cover. Given
a representation ρ : π1(M) → Homeo+F , the transversely foliated F -bundle with holonomy
ρ, (Eρ,Fρ), is the bundle πρ : Eρ →M with fiber F and total space

(1) Eρ := (M̃ × F )/π1(M), (x, t) · g := (x · g, ρ(g−1)(t)), g ∈ π1(M)

and projection
πρ : Eρ →M, [(x, t) · g]g∈π1(M) 7→ [x · g]g∈π1(M),

equipped with the foliation Fρ on Eρ induced by the product foliation
∐
t∈F M̃ ×{t} of M̃ ×F .

Remark. If F is replaced with a vector space V of dimension n, and Homeo+F is replaced
with GL(V ), then the above construction gives the vector bundle Eρ → M with holonomy
ρ, together with the codimension-n foliation of Eρ whose leaves are the orbits under parallel
transport of the vectors, with respect to the flat connection of holonomy ρ.

Proposition. Let sh(y) ∈ Homeo+R denote the homeomorphism sh(y) : R→ R, x 7→ x+ y.

Then the universal central extension H̃omeo+S
1 is isomorphic to the centralizer of sh(1) in

Homeo+R, and satisfies the exact sequence

1→ Z ι→ H̃omeo+S
1 → Homeo+S

1 → 1, ι : 1 7→ sh(1).

Proof. Exercise. �

B. Transverse foliations of Seifert fibered spaces.

Theorem (Eisenbud-Hirsch-Neumann [5]). Let M be a closed oriented Seifert fibered space.
A foliation on M is taut if and only if it is isotopic to a fiber-transverse foliation. Moreover,
there is a bijection,{

Fiber-transverse
foliations on M

}
/isotopy

∼←→


Non-trivial representations

π1(M)→ H̃omeo+(S1)
sending ϕ 7→ sh(1)

 /conjugacy.
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